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IMPORTANT INFORMATION REGARDING THE SELECTION
OF YOUR MOTORHOME
When buying a motorhome, camper van or urban vehicle (hereafter: motorhome), it is particularly important to choose the
right layout and an appealing design. In addition, weight also plays an essential role. Family, friends, optional equipment,
accessories and baggage – space must be available for all of these. At the same time, there are legal and technical limits to
the configuration and load. Every motorhome is designed for a certain weight, which may not be exceeded during driving.
For motorhome buyers, this raises the question: How should I configure my vehicle to accommodate passengers, baggage
and accessories according to my needs without the vehicle exceeding this maximum weight? In order to make this decision
easier for you, we provide you below with a few tips that are particularly important when selecting your vehicle from our
portfolio:

1. The technically permissible maximum laden mass…
… is a value set by the manufacturer which the vehicle may not exceed. HYMER specifies a layout-related upper limit
for the vehicle, which can vary from layout to layout (e.g. 3,500 kg, 4,400 kg). You can find the corresponding
specification for each layout in the technical data.

2. The mass in running order…
... consists – to put it simply – of the basic vehicle with standard equipment plus a standard weight of 75 kg for the
driver. It is legally permissible and possible for the mass in running order of your vehicle to deviate from the nominal
value stated in the sales documents. The permissible tolerance is ± 5 %. The permissible range in kilograms is given in
brackets after the mass in running order. In order to provide you with full transparency regarding possible weight
deviations, HYMER weighs each vehicle at the end of the line and informs your trade partner of your vehicle's
weighing result for forwarding to you.
Detailed explanations on the subject of mass in running order can be found in the “Legal Information” section.

IMPORTANT INFORMATION REGARDING THE SELECTION
OF YOUR MOTORHOME
3. The permitted number of seats (including driver)…
… is determined by the manufacturer in what is referred to as the type-approval procedure. This results in what is
referred to as the mass of the passengers. For this, a standard weight of 75 kg per passenger (without driver) is
calculated. Detailed explanations on the subject of mass of the passengers can be found in the “Legal Information”
section

4. The manufacturer-specified mass for optional equipment…
… is a value set by HYMER per layout for the maximum mass of optional equipment that can be ordered. This limit is
intended to ensure that the minimum pay-mass, i.e. the legally prescribed free mass for baggage and retrofitted
accessories, is actually available for the vehicle load capacity of the vehicles delivered by HYMER. If, in exceptional
cases, the weighing at the end of the line nevertheless shows that the actual load capacity falls short of the minimum
pay-mass due to a permissible weight deviation, we will check together with your trade partner and you whether we
should, for example, increase the load capacity of the vehicle, reduce the number of seats or remove optional
equipment before delivering the vehicle.
Detailed explanations on the subject of the effects of the tolerances on the minimum pay-mass and the payload can
be found in the “Legal Information” section.

5. The additional weight of optional equipment and packages...
... increases the actual mass of the vehicle (= mass in running order plus selected optional equipment) and reduces
the pay-mass. The specified value shows the additional weight compared to the standard equipment of the
respective layout. The total weight of the selected packages and optional equipment must not exceed the
manufacturer-specified mass for optional equipment.

PRICES AND TECHNICAL DATA HYMER FREE

Free 540
Price a)€

a)

Standard chassis
Drive

Free 600

Free 602

61.500,-

63.000,-

63.000,-

Fiat Ducato

Fiat Ducato

Fiat Ducato
Front Wheel Drive

Front Wheel Drive

Front Wheel Drive

kW (hp)

88 (120)

88 (120)

88 (120)

Tire size

215/70 R15 C

215/70 R15 C

215/70 R15 C

541 / 208 / 260

599 / 208 / 260

599 / 208 / 260

350

350

Length / Width / Height (cm)
Overall height (open pop-top roof)
Roof type
Standing height in living area (cm)
Wheelbase (mm)
Mass in running order (kg)*
Manufacturer-specified mass for optional equipment (kg)*
Technically permissible maximum laden mass (kg)*

Sleeping roof
190

190

190

4035

4035

2720 (2584 - 2856)*

2835 (2693 - 2977)*

2845 (2703 - 2987)*

445

325

315

3500

3500

3500

1)

2000

Permitted number of seats (including driver)*

4

2)

Bed dimension: Front bed, L x W, approx. cm

182 x 101 - 62

Bed dimension: Rear bed L x W (cm)

Sleeping roof

3450

Technically permissible maximum towable mass (kg)*

Bed dimension: Sleeping roof, L X W, approx. cm

350

Sleeping roof

2000
4

1)

2)

182 x 101 - 62

196 x 132 - 122

196 x 152 - 140

2000
4

1)

2)

182 x 101 - 62
192 x 120 - 54 / 182 x 80

200 x 135

200 x 135

2-5

2-5

2-5

70 (7,5)

90 (6,5)

70 (7,5)

Warm air, 4 kW

Warm air, 4 kW

Warm air, 4 kW

Gas bottle storage (Filling weight)

1x 5kg
1x 11kg

1x 5kg
1x 11kg

1x 5kg
1x 11kg

Total fresh water tank capacity (l)

100

100

100

Fresh water tank in driving filling level (l)

20

20

20

Gas boiler 11 l

Gas boiler 11 l

Gas boiler 11 l

Berths
Fridge volume (of which freezer compartment) (l)
Standard heating

Warm water tank, approx. l
Waste water tank (l)
Standard habitation battery (Ah)
Additional habitation batteries (Ah)
Sockets: 230 V/ 12 V/ USB

Standard
On request (no extra cost)

Optional extra
Not possible

Mandatory
Available in package

200 x 135

100

100

100

95 Ah AGM

95 Ah AGM

95 Ah AGM

95 Ah AGM
50 / 150 Ah Lithium

95 Ah AGM
50 / 150 Ah Lithium

2/1/1

2/1/1

95 Ah AGM
50 / 150 Ah Lithium
2/1/1

Not yet known at the time of publication

* INFO
The specified mass in running order is a default value defined in the type-approval
procedure. Due to manufacturing tolerances, the actual weighed mass in running
order may deviate from the value stated above. Deviations of up to ± 5 % of the
mass in running order are legally permissible and possible. The permissible range in
kilograms is given in brackets after the mass in running order. The manufacturerspecified mass for optional equipment is a calculated value for each type and
layout that HYMER uses to determine the maximum weight available for factoryfitted optional equipment. The limitation of optional equipment is intended to
ensure that the minimum pay-mass, i.e. the legally prescribed free mass for
baggage and retrofitted accessories, is actually available for the vehicle load
capacity of the vehicles delivered by HYMER. The real weight of your vehicle ex
works can only be determined when it is weighed at the end of the line. If, in

exceptional cases, the weighing shows that the actual load capacity falls below
theminimum pay-mass despite limiting the optional equipment due to a permissible
weight deviation, we will check together with your trade partner and you whether
we should, for example, increase the load capacity of the vehicle, reduce the
number of seats or remove optional equipment before delivering the vehicle. The
technically permissible maximum laden mass of the vehicle and the technically
permissible maximum mass on the axle must not be exceeded. Detailed
information & explanations on the subject of weight and the configuration of the
vehicle can be found in the section Legal information. For a more detailed
description of all mandatory technical dependencies, please refer to the
explanations in the footnotes section.
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Chassis
Fiat Ducato 3.5 t - 2.2 Multijet - 88 KW/120 hp - Euro 6D Final
Basis
Exterior color: White
6-speed transmission
75 l fuel tank
19 l AdBlue tank
Daytime Running Light integrated in headlights
15'' steel rims
1x Twin USB socket in cab
Outside temperature display
Tool kit
Digital display with on-board computer
Electric cab windows
Electric immobilizer
Driver and passenger airbag
Exterior mirror electrically adjustable / heated
Cupholder in the center of the dashboard
Belt warning device "Unfastened seat belt"
Glovebox, passenger side, with cooling compartment lid for 1.5 liter bottle
Coaxial steering wheel adjustment
Manual AirCon with pollen filter
Breakdown kit (air compressor with additional valve)
Seat base paneling
Power steering
Sensor for water in diesel fuel
Door storage boxes with integrated bottle holder for 1.5 liter bottles
Central locking with internal operation and remote control
ESC with Brake Assist (HBA), ABS, ASR, LAC, MSR, Hill Start Assist, Traction+, Crosswind Assist, Trailer Stability Control and Post
Collision Braking System
Cruise Control
Crosswind Assist
Start-Stop-System incl. intelligent alternator
Body
Electric entrance step
Expandable rear door opening
Black gutter above the sliding door with integrated LED lighting
Dark tinted windows in the living area
Optimal insulation thanks to innovative materials such as closed-cell polyethylene foam, flexible foam and durable XPS insulation (36 mm
wall and roof thickness)
Insulated floor
Skylight in bathroom, 40 x 40 cm
Skylight in bedroom, 40 x 40 cm
Skylight in living room, 70 x 50 cm
Insulated aluminum framed windows
Insulated aluminum framed bathroom window
Outfitting
Attachable table with slide-out extension
Cab seats, swivelling, with armrests, height- and tilt adjustable
Cab seats, armrests and seat bench upholstered in living area fabric
Mosquito net pleated blind for sliding door
Pedestal containing large storage compartment
Gas bottle compartment for 2 gas bottles
Embedded lashing eyes for ideal fixation located in floor and rear bed
Mirror cabinet
Blackout living room with pleated blinds and mosquito net
Vertically adjustable bed frame
Living and bedroom + lighting
Cold foam mattress for rear beds incl. Comfort bed slat frame
Seating group wall paneling with premium heat insulating and noise canceling fabric lining
Ambient lighting in living room and kitchen
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Free 602

Free 600

Free 540

STANDARD EQUIPMENT HYMER FREE

Free 602

Free 600

Free 540
LED lighting
Kitchen
Extra deep drawers with Premium pull-outs incl. self-closing
70 l compressor fridge with 2-way opening
90 l compressor fridge (12 V or 230 V) incl. freezer compartment with excellent cooling performance and silent night mode
Expandable kitchen worktop
Hob-sink combination with glass cover (2-burner hob)
Bathroom
Shower head holder with suction cup
Shower tray with circular gutter
Cassette toilet with level indicator
Compact bathroom with door
Installation & Technology
4 kW warm air heating incl. 10 l warm water boiler
Internal temperature sensor
LCD keypad for heating
Charging booster for safe charging of the habitation battery while driving (up to 70 A)
95 Ah habitation battery with charger
230 V external connection with earth leakage circuit breaker for 230 V & 12 V
100 l fresh water tank, internal (20 l in driving position)
100 l waste water tank (fitted underfloor)
Waste water tank, insulated
Level indicator for fresh water as well as waste water tank
Entrance step switch protection cover
Fabrics & Furniture finishes
Furniture finish: Grand Oak
Fabric combination: Corfu

Standard
On request (no extra cost)

Optional extra
Not possible

Mandatory
Available in package

Not yet known at the time of publication
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PACKAGES HYMER FREE
Chassis package
Leather steering wheel and gear knob lever
90 l fuel tank
LED Daytime Running Light
Premium DAB radio pre-installation
DAB Radio pre-installation

Price €
250,100,350,250,90,-

Package price

1.040,-

Special price

890,-

You save

150,-

Excess weight (kg)*

14

Ready to Camp package Light
16" alloy wheels with 225/75 R16 tires
Cab blinds
Additional sockets: 2 x 230 V / 1 x 12 V
Living style collection "HOME" (2 pillows as well as utensil bag)

Price €
850,590,195,95,-

Package price

1.730,-

Special price

1.390,-

You save

340,-

Excess weight (kg)*

22.5

Ready to Camp package Maxi
16" alloy wheels with 225/75 R16 tires (Fiat Ducato Maxi only or in combination with automatic transmission)
Cab blinds
Additional sockets: 2 x 230 V / 1 x 12 V
Living style collection "HOME" (2 pillows as well as utensil bag)

Price €
650,590,195,95,-

Package price

1.530,-

Special price

1.190,-

You save

340,-

Excess weight (kg)*

22.5

Style package
Grill frame, glossy black
Skid plate, glossy black
Headlights with black frame
Bumper painted in vehicle color

Price €
150,50,30,390,-

Package price

620,-

Special price

570,-

You save

50,-

Excess weight (kg)*

0

Driver Assistance package
Driver Assistance System incl. Emergency Brake & Lane Keeping Assist, Traffic sign recognition, High Beam Assist as well as light and rain
sensor
Blind Spot Assist incl. Rear Cross Path Detection
Exterior mirror, electrically foldable

Price €
1.090,690,180,-

Package price

1.960,-

Special price

1.820,-

You save

140,-

Excess weight (kg)*

1

Not yet known at the time of publication

* INFO
The factory installation of optional equipment increases the actual mass of the
vehicle and reduces the pay-mass. The additional weight indicated for packages
and optional equipment shows the additional weight compared to the standard
equipment of the respective model or layout. The total weight of the selected
optional equipment must not exceed the manufacturer-specified mass for optional
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equipment shown in the model overviews. This is a calculated value for each type
and layout that HYMER uses to determine the maximum weight available for
factory-fitted optional equipment. Detailed information and explanations on the
subject of weight can be found in the Legal information section.

Excess weight (kg)*

Free 602

a)

Free 600

Price €

Free 540

OPTIONAL EQUIPMENT HYMER FREE

Chassis

V201103500
Basis
V20250163
V20250145
V20250104
V20250164
V20250110
V20420A
V2064511
V2007111
V2077113
V2062111
V3051010
V2021016
V2021030
V2021030
V2073512
V2021049
V2021024
V2117011
V2009011
V2050010
V20610J
V20855J
V2103210
V2096512
V20330J
V2098510
Body
V30522110
V30522120
V30522130
V30522140
V3016010
V3016010
V7003216
V3005010
V3011012
V3028010
V3028012
Outfitting
V30490J
V3037510

Fiat Ducato 3.5 t - 2.2 Multijet - 103 KW/140 hp - Euro 6D Final
Fiat Ducato 3.5 t - 2.2 Multijet - 103 KW/140 hp - Euro VI-E
Fiat Ducato 3.5 t - 2.2 Multijet - 130 KW/180 hp - Euro VI-E 3)
Fiat Ducato Maxi 3.5 t - 2.2 Multijet - 103 KW/140 hp - Euro VI-E
Fiat Ducato Maxi 3.5 t - 2.2 Multijet - 130 KW/180 hp - Euro VI-E
Fiat Ducato Maxi 4.0 t - 2.2 Multijet - 130 KW/180 hp - Euro VI-E
Downplating to 3.5 t (Fiat Ducato Maxi 4 t only)

1.090,1.090,5.390,1.490,5.390,6.640,250,-

0
0
20
35
55
105
0

Pastel: Lanzarote gray
Pastel: Grigio Campovolo
Metallic: Fer gray
Metallic: Artense gray
Metallic: Black
9-gear automatic transmission 4) 5)
Electric parking brake
Trailer hitch, removable
LED headlights 6)
Fog lights with cornering light
Bumper painted in vehicle color
16" steel rims (Fiat Ducato 3.5 t Light only)
16" alloy wheels with 225/75 R16 tires (Fiat Ducato Maxi only or in combination with automatic
transmission)
16" alloy wheels with 225/75 R16 tires 7)
16" All-Season tires (with snowflake symbol)
16" All Terrain tires with Fiat Original alloy wheels 8)
18" alloy wheels with 255/55 R18 All Season tires 8)
Shelf for smartphones incl. wireless charging with charge level indicator 9)
Dashboard with aluminum-colored applications
Automatic AirCon with pollen filter
Multifunctional steering wheel
Seat heating and lumbar support for cab seats, adjustable separately
Auxiliary parking heating, programmable (for engine pre-heating and window defrosting) 10)
Fully digital cockpit with integrated 7" display 11)
Park Pilot - audible warning of obstacles in the rear area
Blind Spot Assist incl. Rear Cross Path Detection 12)

750,750,950,950,950,3.990,450,950,900,220,390,290,-

0
0
0
0
0
55
-9
28
0
2
0
16

650,-
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850,450,2.990,3.490,250,115,520,290,720,1.450,590,350,690,-

10
0
13
12
0
0
0
0
0
5
0
1
1

Awning with special adapter for sleeping roof, anthracite housing, 300 x 250 cm
Awning with adapter, anthracite housing, 325 x 250 cm
Awning with special adapter for sleeping roof, anthracite housing, 350 x 250 cm
Awning with adapter, anthracite housing, 375 x 250 cm
Sleeping roof in white (Maxi double bed with Sleeping Comfort system) 13)
Sleeping roof in vehicle color (Maxi double bed with Sleeping Comfort system) 13)
Design graphics: Window filling Carbon (full-surface foiling surrounding side windows, LH and RH side
as well as rear doors)
Back Rack+
Skylight in bedroom, double-glazed, 70 x 50 cm 14)
Opening window incl. blackout blind and mosquito net, RH side, rear
Opening window incl. blackout blind and mosquito net, LH side, rear

990,1.090,990,1.190,3.990,4.490,-

23
24
26
27
120
120

950,-

1

790,490,415,415,-

9
5
4
4

290,260,-

13
3.5

2 folding chairs and table, incl. fixation
ISOFIX (child seat fixation for seat bench)

15)

* INFO
The factory installation of optional equipment increases the actual mass of the
vehicle and reduces the pay-mass. The additional weight indicated for packages
and optional equipment shows the additional weight compared to the standard
equipment of the respective model or layout. The total weight of the selected
optional equipment must not exceed the manufacturer-specified mass for optional

3)
3)

equipment shown in the model overviews. This is a calculated value for each type
and layout that HYMER uses to determine the maximum weight available for
factory-fitted optional equipment. Detailed information and explanations on the
subject of weight can be found in the Legal information section.
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V6001015
Cab blinds
V60230J
Partitioning curtain in the rear
Living and bedroom + lighting
V60280J
Bed conversion for seating group incl. additional cushion 13)
V60170J
Fitted sheets made to measure for rear beds individually adapted to mattress contours
V8037011
Living style collection "HOME" (2 pillows as well as utensil bag)
Bathroom
V40210J
Cork shower slats
Installation & Technology
V5028021
6 kW Diesel warm air heating with 10 l warm water boiler, altitude kit and 1,800 W electric bar heater
V50695J
Sleeping roof heating - warm air extension to heat up the sleeping roof
V5026013
Automatic gas bottle changeover system with crash sensor and IceEx
V50230J
External gas socket with shut-off valve
V5012511
Second habitation battery (95 Ah AGM) incl. additional 18 A charger 16)
V5012513
HYMER Smart Battery System (50 Ah Lithium) incl. additional 18 A charger and battery computer 16)
V5012512
HYMER Smart Battery System (150 Ah Lithium) incl. additional 18 A charger and battery computer 16)
V80288J
Additional sockets: 2 x 230 V / 1 x 12 V
V5002014
Waste water tank, insulated and heated
V5005010
Security system (alarm system)
V5047010
Pre-installation for solar modules
Multimedia
Fiat Infotainmentsystem with 10" Touchscreen, integrated SatNav, DAB+, Apple Car Play, Google
V2067030
Android Auto incl. reversing camera and multifunctional steering wheel 17)
Multimedia SatNav System with 9" Touchscreen incl. motorhome software, DAB+, Apple Car Play,
V50400115
Google Android Auto and reversing camera 18)
V5073016
TV pre-installation with DVB-T antenna (active) 19)
V5054513
22" Smart LED-TV with built-in speakers, remote control, DVD drive 20)
Fabrics & Furniture finishes
V100704096 Fabric combination: Denver
V100704131 Fabric combination: Jandia
V100704076 Fabric combination: Grazia (Eco Tech Material)
V100704090 Leather: Grigio
V602104011 Carpet: Laguna
Packages
V8036010
Chassis package
V8038010
Ready to Camp package Light
V8038010
Ready to Camp package Maxi 21)
V8028918
Style package
V8011521
Driver Assistance package
TÜV approval / CoC
V7005010
TÜV approval / CoC

Standard
On request (no extra cost)

Optional extra
Not possible

Mandatory
Available in package

Excess weight (kg)*

Free 602

590,195,-

7.5
0

395,200,95,-

5
1
2

120,-

2

1.990,150,370,195,490,1.190,2.890,195,535,395,195,-

2
1
3
1
30
10
25
0.5
4
2
2

2.390,-

4

2.390,-

7

295,970,-

2
9

290,290,750,1.990,395,-

0
0
0
6.5
4

890,1.390,1.190,570,1.820,-

14
22.5
22.5
0
1

165,-

0

Not yet known at the time of publication Please note the information on page 46

* INFO
The factory installation of optional equipment increases the actual mass of the
vehicle and reduces the pay-mass. The additional weight indicated for packages
and optional equipment shows the additional weight compared to the standard
equipment of the respective model or layout. The total weight of the selected
optional equipment must not exceed the manufacturer-specified mass for optional
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Free 600

a)

Free 540

Price €

equipment shown in the model overviews. This is a calculated value for each type
and layout that HYMER uses to determine the maximum weight available for
factory-fitted optional equipment. Detailed information and explanations on the
subject of weight can be found in the Legal information section.

PRICES AND TECHNICAL DATA FREE BLUE EVOLUTION /
CAMPUS

Free 540 Blue Evolution
Price a)€

a)

Standard chassis
Drive

Free 600 Campus

76.100,-

76.400,-

Fiat Ducato

Fiat Ducato

Front Wheel Drive

Front Wheel Drive

kW (hp)

103 (140)

103 (140)

Tire size

225/75 R 16

225/75 R 16

541 / 208 / 270

599 / 208 / 270

Length / Width / Height (cm)
Overall height (open pop-top roof)
Roof type

350

350

Sleeping roof

Sleeping roof

Standing height in living area (cm)

190

190

3450

4035

2960 (2812 - 3108)*

3030 (2879 - 3182)*

Wheelbase (mm)
Mass in running order (kg)*
Manufacturer-specified mass for optional equipment (kg)*
Technically permissible maximum laden mass (kg)*
Technically permissible maximum towable mass (kg)*

205

110

3500

3500

2000

1)

2)

Permitted number of seats (including driver)*

4

Bed dimension: Front bed, L x W, approx. cm

182 x 101 - 62

Bed dimension: Rear bed L x W (cm)

2000
4

182 x 101 - 62

196 x 132 - 122

196 x 152 - 140

200 x 135

200 x 135

Bed dimension: Sleeping roof, L X W, approx. cm
Berths

4-5

4-5

70 (7,5)

90 (6,5)

Warm air, 4 kW

Warm air, 4 kW

Gas bottle storage (Filling weight)

1x 5kg
1x 11kg

1x 5kg
1x 11kg
100

Fridge volume (of which freezer compartment) (l)
Standard heating

Total fresh water tank capacity (l)

100

Fresh water tank in driving filling level (l)

20

20

Waste water tank (l)

100

100

Standard habitation battery (Ah)
Additional habitation batteries (Ah)

95 Ah AGM
95 Ah AGM
50 / 150 Ah Lithium

Sockets: 230 V/ 12 V/ USB

Standard
On request (no extra cost)

1)

2)

Optional extra
Not possible

Mandatory
Available in package

4/2/1

95 Ah AGM
95 Ah AGM
50 / 150 Ah Lithium
4/2/1

Not yet known at the time of publication

* INFO
The specified mass in running order is a default value defined in the type-approval
procedure. Due to manufacturing tolerances, the actual weighed mass in running
order may deviate from the value stated above. Deviations of up to ± 5 % of the
mass in running order are legally permissible and possible. The permissible range in
kilograms is given in brackets after the mass in running order. The manufacturerspecified mass for optional equipment is a calculated value for each type and
layout that HYMER uses to determine the maximum weight available for factoryfitted optional equipment. The limitation of optional equipment is intended to
ensure that the minimum pay-mass, i.e. the legally prescribed free mass for
baggage and retrofitted accessories, is actually available for the vehicle load
capacity of the vehicles delivered by HYMER. The real weight of your vehicle ex
works can only be determined when it is weighed at the end of the line. If, in

exceptional cases, the weighing shows that the actual load capacity falls below
theminimum pay-mass despite limiting the optional equipment due to a permissible
weight deviation, we will check together with your trade partner and you whether
we should, for example, increase the load capacity of the vehicle, reduce the
number of seats or remove optional equipment before delivering the vehicle. The
technically permissible maximum laden mass of the vehicle and the technically
permissible maximum mass on the axle must not be exceeded. Detailed
information & explanations on the subject of weight and the configuration of the
vehicle can be found in the section Legal information. For a more detailed
description of all mandatory technical dependencies, please refer to the
explanations in the footnotes section.
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Chassis
Fiat Ducato 3.5 t - 2.2 Multijet - 103 KW/140 hp - Euro VI-E
Fiat Ducato 3.5 t - 2.2 Multijet - 103 KW/140 hp - Euro 6D Final
Basis
Exterior color: (Metallic) Storm blue (Special color)
6-speed transmission
90 l fuel tank
19 l AdBlue tank
Exterior mirror electrically adjustable / heated
Grill frame, glossy black
LED Daytime Running Light 6)
Headlights with black frame
Skid plate, glossy black
Bumper painted in vehicle color
Automatic AirCon with pollen filter
Tool kit
Digital display with on-board computer
Electric cab windows
Driver and passenger airbag
Cupholder in the center of the dashboard
Belt warning device "Unfastened seat belt"
Glovebox, passenger side, with cooling compartment lid for 1.5 liter bottle
Coaxial steering wheel adjustment
Leather steering wheel and gear knob lever
Breakdown kit (air compressor with additional valve)
Premium DAB radio pre-installation
Seat base paneling
Door storage boxes with integrated bottle holder for 1.5 liter bottles
Reinforced alternator
Central locking with internal operation and remote control
1x Twin USB socket in cab
Outside temperature display
Electric immobilizer
ESC with Brake Assist (HBA), ABS, ASR, LAC, MSR, Hill Start Assist, Traction+, Crosswind Assist, Trailer Stability Control and Post Collision
Braking System
High performance ESP
Crosswind Assist
Sensor for water in diesel fuel
Power steering
Start-Stop-System incl. intelligent alternator
Cruise Control
Trailer Stability Control
Emergency Brake Control system
Fog lights with cornering light
Pastel: Campovolo gray
Body
Sleeping roof in black (Maxi double bed with Sleeping Comfort system)
Awning with special adapter for sleeping roof, anthracite housing, 300 x 250 cm
Design graphics for side walls: Black matt (full-surface foiling surrounding the side windows, LH and RH side)
Dark tinted windows in the living area
Electric entrance step
Expandable rear door opening
Optimal insulation thanks to innovative materials such as closed-cell polyethylene foam, flexible foam and durable XPS insulation (36 mm wall
and roof thickness)
Insulated floor
Black gutter above the sliding door with integrated LED lighting
Skylight in bathroom, 40 x 40 cm
Skylight in bedroom, 40 x 40 cm
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Free 600 Campus

Free 540 Blue Evolution

STANDARD EQUIPMENT FREE BLUE EVOLUTION / CAMPUS

Free 600 Campus

Free 540 Blue Evolution
Skylight in living room, 70 x 50 cm
Opening window incl. blackout blind and mosquito net, RH side, rear
Insulated aluminum framed windows
Insulated aluminum framed bathroom window
Awning with special adapter for sleeping roof, anthracite housing, 350 x 250 cm
Outfitting
Cab seats, swivelling, with armrests, height- and tilt adjustable
Cab seats, armrests and seat bench upholstered in living area fabric
Cab blinds
Blackout living room with pleated blinds and mosquito net
Mosquito net pleated blind for sliding door
Attachable table with slide-out extension
Pedestal containing large storage compartment
Gas bottle compartment for 2 gas bottles
Embedded lashing eyes for ideal fixation located in floor and rear bed
ISOFIX (child seat fixation for seat bench)
Mirror cabinet
Vertically adjustable bed frame
Living and bedroom + lighting
Cold foam mattress for rear beds incl. Comfort bed slat frame
Side paneling in the bedroom with premium heat and sound-absorbing fabric lamination
Living style collection "HOME" (2 pillows as well as utensil bag)
Ambient lighting in living room and kitchen
LED lighting
Kitchen
Extra deep drawers with Premium pull-outs incl. self-closing
Hob-sink combination with glass cover (2-burner hob)
70 l compressor fridge with 2-way opening
90 l compressor fridge (12 V or 230 V) incl. freezer compartment with excellent cooling performance and silent night mode
Expandable kitchen worktop
Bathroom
Compact bathroom with door
Shower head holder with suction cup
Shower tray with circular gutter
Cassette toilet with level indicator
Cork shower slats
Installation & Technology
4 kW warm air heating incl. 10 l warm water boiler
LCD keypad for heating
Internal temperature sensor
95 Ah habitation battery with charger
230 V external connection with earth leakage circuit breaker for 230 V & 12 V
Entrance step switch protection cover
Waste water tank, insulated
Level indicator for fresh water as well as waste water tank
100 l fresh water tank, internal (20 l in driving position)
100 l waste water tank (fitted underfloor)
Additional sockets: 2 x 230 V / 1 x 12 V
Charging booster for safe charging of the habitation battery while driving (up to 70 A)
Multimedia
DAB Radio pre-installation
Fiat Infotainmentsystem with 10" Touchscreen, integrated SatNav, DAB+, Apple Car Play, Google Android Auto incl. reversing camera and
multifunctional steering wheel
Fabrics & Furniture finishes
Furniture finish: White
Fabric combination: Jandia

Standard
On request (no extra cost)

Optional extra
Not possible

Mandatory
Available in package

Not yet known at the time of publication
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PACKAGES FREE BLUE EVOLUTION / CAMPUS
Driver Assistance package
Driver Assistance System incl. Emergency Brake & Lane Keeping Assist, Traffic sign recognition, High Beam Assist as well as light and rain
sensor
Blind Spot Assist incl. Rear Cross Path Detection
Exterior mirror, electrically foldable

Price €
1.090,690,180,-

Package price

1.960,-

Special price

1.820,-

You save

140,-

Excess weight (kg)*

1

Not yet known at the time of publication

* INFO
The factory installation of optional equipment increases the actual mass of the
vehicle and reduces the pay-mass. The additional weight indicated for packages
and optional equipment shows the additional weight compared to the standard
equipment of the respective model or layout. The total weight of the selected
optional equipment must not exceed the manufacturer-specified mass for optional
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equipment shown in the model overviews. This is a calculated value for each type
and layout that HYMER uses to determine the maximum weight available for
factory-fitted optional equipment. Detailed information and explanations on the
subject of weight can be found in the Legal information section.

Excess weight (kg)*

a)

Free 600 Campus

Price €

Free 540 Blue Evolution

OPTIONAL EQUIPMENT FREE BLUE EVOLUTION / CAMPUS

Engine variants
Engine variant 180 hp instead of 140 hp (surcharge) 3)
Basis
V20420A
9-gear automatic transmission 4)
V2007111
Trailer hitch, removable
V2077113
LED headlights 6)
V2117011
Shelf for smartphones incl. wireless charging with charge level indicator 9)
V2009011
Dashboard with aluminum-colored applications
V2064511
Electric parking brake
V20330J
Park Pilot - audible warning of obstacles in the rear area
V20855J
Seat heating and lumbar support for cab seats, adjustable separately
V2103210
Auxiliary parking heating, programmable (for engine pre-heating and window defrosting) 10)
V2096512
Fully digital cockpit with integrated 7" display
V2098510
Blind Spot Assist incl. Rear Cross Path Detection 12)
V2064310
Active 360° Park Assist
V2073512
16" All-Season tires (with snowflake symbol)
V2021049
16" All Terrain tires with Fiat Original alloy wheels 8)
V2021024
18" alloy wheels with 255/55 R18 All Season tires 8)
Body
V3028012
Opening window incl. blackout blind and mosquito net, LH side, rear
V3005010
Back Rack+ 22)
Outfitting
V60230J
Partitioning curtain in the rear
V30490J
2 folding chairs and table, incl. fixation
Living and bedroom + lighting
V60280J
Bed conversion for seating group incl. additional cushion
V60170J
Fitted sheets made to measure for rear beds individually adapted to mattress contours
Installation & Technology
V5028021
6 kW Diesel warm air heating with 10 l warm water boiler, altitude kit and 1,800 W electric bar heater
V50695J
Sleeping roof heating - warm air extension to heat up the sleeping roof
V5026013
Automatic gas bottle changeover system with crash sensor and IceEx
V50230J
External gas socket with shut-off valve
V5012511
Second habitation battery (95 Ah AGM) incl. additional 18 A charger 16)
V5012513
HYMER Smart Battery System (50 Ah Lithium) incl. additional 18 A charger and battery computer 16)
V5012512
HYMER Smart Battery System (150 Ah Lithium) incl. additional 18 A charger and battery computer 16)
V5005010
Security system (alarm system)
V5002014
Waste water tank, insulated and heated
V5047010
Pre-installation for solar modules
Multimedia
V5073016
TV pre-installation with DVB-T antenna (active) 19)
V5054513
22" Smart LED-TV with built-in speakers, remote control, DVD drive 20)
Fabrics & Furniture finishes
V602104011 Carpet: Laguna
Packages
V8011518
Driver Assistance package
TÜV approval / CoC
V7005010
TÜV approval / CoC

Standard
On request (no extra cost)

Optional extra
Not possible

Mandatory
Available in package

4.300,-

20

3.990,950,900,250,115,450,350,720,1.450,590,690,670,450,2.990,2.390,-

55
28
0
0
0
-9
1
0
5
0
1
0
0
13
12

415,790,-

4
9

195,290,-

0
13

395,200,-

5
1

1.990,150,370,195,490,1.190,2.890,395,535,195,-

2
1
3
1
30
10
25
2
4
2

295,970,-

2
9

395,-

4

1.820,-

1

165,-

0

Not yet known at the time of publication Please note the information on page 46

* INFO
The factory installation of optional equipment increases the actual mass of the
vehicle and reduces the pay-mass. The additional weight indicated for packages
and optional equipment shows the additional weight compared to the standard
equipment of the respective model or layout. The total weight of the selected
optional equipment must not exceed the manufacturer-specified mass for optional

equipment shown in the model overviews. This is a calculated value for each type
and layout that HYMER uses to determine the maximum weight available for
factory-fitted optional equipment. Detailed information and explanations on the
subject of weight can be found in the Legal information section.
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PRICES AND TECHNICAL DATA HYMER FREE S

Free S 600
Price a)€

a)

67.300,-

Standard chassis

Mercedes-Benz Sprinter 315 CDI

Drive

Front Wheel Drive

kW (hp)

110 (150)

Tire size

225/75 R16 C

Length / Width / Height (cm)

593 / 206 / 278

Roof type

Sleeping roof

Standing height in living area (cm)

200

Wheelbase (mm)

3924

Mass in running order (kg)*

2790 (2651 - 2930)*

Manufacturer-specified mass for optional equipment (kg)*

375

Technically permissible maximum laden mass (kg)*

3500

Technically permissible maximum towable mass (kg)*

2000

Permitted number of seats (including driver)*

2)

4

Bed dimension: Rear bed L x W (cm)

195 x 135

Bed dimension: Central bed L x W (cm)

171 x 92 - 69

Bed dimension: Sleeping roof, L X W, approx. cm

200 x 122

Berths

2-5

Fridge volume (of which freezer compartment) (l)

90 (6,5)

Standard heating

Warm air, 4 kW

Gas bottle storage (Filling weight)

1x 5kg
1x 11kg

Total fresh water tank capacity (l)

110

Fresh water tank in driving filling level (l)

20

Warm water tank, approx. l

Gas boiler 11 l

Waste water tank (l)

85

Starter battery, Ah

92

Standard habitation battery (Ah)

95 Ah AGM
95 Ah AGM
50 / 150 Ah Lithium

Additional habitation batteries (Ah)
Sockets: 230 V/ 12 V/ USB

Standard
On request (no extra cost)

Optional extra
Not possible

Mandatory
Available in package

2/1/1

Not yet known at the time of publication

* INFO
The specified mass in running order is a default value defined in the type-approval
procedure. Due to manufacturing tolerances, the actual weighed mass in running
order may deviate from the value stated above. Deviations of up to ± 5 % of the
mass in running order are legally permissible and possible. The permissible range in
kilograms is given in brackets after the mass in running order. The manufacturerspecified mass for optional equipment is a calculated value for each type and
layout that HYMER uses to determine the maximum weight available for factoryfitted optional equipment. The limitation of optional equipment is intended to
ensure that the minimum pay-mass, i.e. the legally prescribed free mass for
baggage and retrofitted accessories, is actually available for the vehicle load
capacity of the vehicles delivered by HYMER. The real weight of your vehicle ex
works can only be determined when it is weighed at the end of the line. If, in
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1)

exceptional cases, the weighing shows that the actual load capacity falls below
theminimum pay-mass despite limiting the optional equipment due to a permissible
weight deviation, we will check together with your trade partner and you whether
we should, for example, increase the load capacity of the vehicle, reduce the
number of seats or remove optional equipment before delivering the vehicle. The
technically permissible maximum laden mass of the vehicle and the technically
permissible maximum mass on the axle must not be exceeded. Detailed
information & explanations on the subject of weight and the configuration of the
vehicle can be found in the section Legal information. For a more detailed
description of all mandatory technical dependencies, please refer to the
explanations in the footnotes section.

Free S 600

STANDARD EQUIPMENT HYMER FREE S

Chassis
Mercedes-Benz Sprinter 3.5 t - 315 CDI - 110 KW/150 hp - Euro VI-E
Basis
Exterior color: Arctic white
6-speed manual transmission ECO Gear
65 l fuel tank
22 l AdBlue tank
Adaptive Brake Light
Automatic headlight control
Halogen H7 headlights in clear glass technology
Comfort suspension chassis (vibration absorbers, stabilizers, shock absorbers)
Headlight range adjustment
Mercedes-Benz engine compartment insulation for noise reduction
Side indicators in exterior mirrors
Daytime Running Light integrated in headlights
Windscreen made of laminated glass
16" steel rims with wheel hub cover and all season tires
Outside temperature display
ECO Start-Stop feature
Electric cab windows
Electric parking brake
Electric immobilizer
Driver and passenger airbag
Belt warning device "Unfastened seat belt"
Grab handle for entry, sliding door
Keyless Start (start-stop button for comfortable engine start)
Steering wheel, height and tilt adjustable
Sun visor for cab seats, swiveling
Warm air auxiliary heating, electric
Central locking with remote control
Hill Start Assist
ESP with Brake Assist (BAS), ABS, ASR, EBV
Crosswind Assist
Power steering
Trailer hitch pre-installation
Body
Design graphics: Window filling Carbon (full-surface foiling around rear windows)
Electric entrance step
GRP sleeping roof with foam core insulation
Optimal insulation thanks to innovative materials such as closed-cell polyethylene foam, flexible foam and durable XPS insulation (36 mm wall and
roof thickness)
Insulated floor
Dark tinted windows in the living area
Skylight in bathroom, 28 x 28 cm
Skylight in bedroom, 40 x 40 cm
Skylight in living room, 70 x 50 cm
Insulated aluminum framed windows
Outfitting
Cab seats, armrests and seat bench upholstered in living area fabric
Original Mercedes-Benz Comfort seat, upholstered in living area fabric
Attachable table with slide-out extension
Magnetic windscreen and cab side windows blinds
Mosquito net pleated blind for sliding door
Gas bottle compartment for 2 gas bottles
Pull-out bed climb incl. load compartment partition
Embedded lashing eyes for ideal fixation located in floor and rear bed
Mirror cabinet
Blackout living room with pleated blinds and mosquito net
Vertically adjustable bed frame
Living and bedroom + lighting
Side paneling in the bedroom with premium heat and sound-absorbing fabric lamination
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Free S 600
Ambient lighting in the living- and bedroom as well as kitchen area
LED lighting
Kitchen
Extra deep drawers with Premium pull-outs incl. self-closing
90 l compressor fridge (12 V or 230 V) incl. freezer compartment with excellent cooling performance and silent night mode
Expandable kitchen worktop
Hob-sink combination with glass cover (2-burner hob)
Bathroom
Shower head holder with suction cup
Shower tray with circular gutter
Cassette toilet with level indicator
Compact bathroom with door
Installation & Technology
4 kW warm air heating incl. 10 l warm water boiler
Internal temperature sensor
LCD keypad for heating
95 Ah habitation battery with charger
230 V external connection with earth leakage circuit breaker for 230 V & 12 V
110 l fresh water tank, internal (20 l in driving position)
85 l waste water tank (fitted underfloor)
Electric waste water drainage, operation from the seating group
Level indicator for fresh water as well as waste water tank
Charging booster for safe charging of the habitation battery while driving (up to 70 A)
Fabrics & Furniture finishes
Furniture finish: Grand Oak
Fabric combination: Palm Black

Standard
On request (no extra cost)
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Optional extra
Not possible

Mandatory
Available in package

Not yet known at the time of publication

PACKAGES HYMER FREE S
Package Ready to Camp package (silver rims)
Cab blinds
x
16" alloy wheels (silver) with all season tires
x
Additional sockets: 1 x 230 V / 2 x USB
x
Living style collection "HOME" (2 pillows as well as utensil bag)
x
16" alloy wheels (black) with all season tires

Ready to Camp package (black rims)
x
x
x
x

Package price €

2.070,-

2.070,-

Special price €

1.750,-

1.750,-

320,-

320,-

11

11

You save €
Excess weight (kg)*
Chassis package
Semi-automatic climate control TEMPMATIK
Exterior mirror electrically adjustable / heated
DAB Radio pre-installation
92 l fuel tank

Price €
2.390,330,90,390,-

Package price

3.200,-

Special price

2.600,-

You save

600,-

Excess weight (kg)*

Style package
Front bumper as well as grill frame painted in vehicle color
Chrome grill
Package price

39

Price €
690,350,1.040,-

Special price

810,-

You save

230,-

Excess weight (kg)*

Driver Assistance package
Active Lane Keeping Assist
Attention Assist
High Beam Assist
Traffic Sign Assist
Heated windscreen
Heat-insulating glass with band filter on windscreen

2

Price €
590,90,390,390,450,290,-

Package price

2.200,-

Special price

1.990,-

You save

210,-

Excess weight (kg)*

0

Not yet known at the time of publication

* INFO
The factory installation of optional equipment increases the actual mass of the
vehicle and reduces the pay-mass. The additional weight indicated for packages
and optional equipment shows the additional weight compared to the standard
equipment of the respective model or layout. The total weight of the selected
optional equipment must not exceed the manufacturer-specified mass for optional

equipment shown in the model overviews. This is a calculated value for each type
and layout that HYMER uses to determine the maximum weight available for
factory-fitted optional equipment. Detailed information and explanations on the
subject of weight can be found in the Legal information section.
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a)

Excess weight (kg)*

Price €

Free S 600

OPTIONAL EQUIPMENT HYMER FREE S

Chassis
Mercedes-Benz Sprinter 3.5 t - 317 CDI - 125 KW/170 hp - Euro VI-E
Basis
V20250137
Pastel: Steel blue
V20250143
Pastel: Blue gray
V20250140
Pastel: Jupiter red
V20250161
Pastel: Pebble gray
V20250161
Pastel: Black gray
V20250119
Metallic: Obsidian black
V20250119
Metallic: Canvasite blue
V20250144
Metallic: Tenorite gray
V20250146
Metallic: Iridium silver
V20420A
9G-TRONIC automatic transmission incl. Hold function
V2007111
Trailer hitch, removable ball head (max. 2 t) 23)
V20160J
Exterior mirror electrically foldable
V2077113
LED High-Performance headlights
V2062111
Fog lights with cornering light
V2021027
16" alloy wheels (silver) with all season tires
V2021027
16" alloy wheels (black) with all season tires
V2117011
Shelf for smartphones incl. wireless charging with charge level indicator 24)
V2054512
Leather steering wheel and gear knob lever (manual transmission only)
V2054511
Leather steering wheel (automatic transmission only)
V2050010
Fully automatic climate control THERMOTRONIC incl. rain sensor (surcharge on semi-automatic climate control)
V2103210
Warm water auxiliary heating (auxiliary parking heating)
V2103211
Remote control for warm water auxiliary heating
V2116010
Dashboard charging pack (2 USB-C connections with 5 V as well as one additional 12 V socket)
V2049813
Open shelf cockpit passenger side
V20855J
Seat heating and lumbar support for Original Mercedes-Benz seats
V2113010
Wet Wiper System (windscreen wiper with integrated spray nozzles) 25)
V21055J
Auxiliary heating (supports heating when heating up the vehicle) 26)
V2098010
Cruise Control incl. steering wheel multifunction buttons
V2098013
Active Distance Assist DISTRONIC+ incl. steering wheel multifunction buttons 27) 28)
V2098510
Blind Spot Assist 12) 29)
Body
V30522120
Awning with adapter, anthracite housing, 325 x 250 cm
V30522110
Awning with special adapter for sleeping roof, anthracite housing, 300 x 250 cm
V3016010
Sleeping roof in white (Maxi double bed with Sleeping Comfort system)
V3016010
Sleeping roof in vehicle color (Maxi double bed with Sleeping Comfort system)
V3028012
Opening window incl. blackout blind and mosquito net, LH side, rear
V3011012
Skylight in bedroom, double-glazed, 70 x 50 cm 14)
V7003216
Design graphics: Window filling Carbon (full-surface foiling surrounding the side windows, LH and RH side)
Outfitting
V4044016
Freestanding table incl. Lounge cushions 30)
V30490J
2 folding chairs and table, incl. fixation
V6001015
Cab blinds
V60230J
Partitioning curtain in the rear
V3037510
ISOFIX (child seat fixation for seat bench) 15)
V3065010
Safe with key (seat console passenger seat)
Living and bedroom + lighting
V60280J
Bed conversion for seating group incl. additional cushion
V60170J
Fitted sheets made to measure for rear beds individually adapted to mattress contours
V8037011
Living style collection "HOME" (2 pillows as well as utensil bag)

* INFO
The factory installation of optional equipment increases the actual mass of the
vehicle and reduces the pay-mass. The additional weight indicated for packages
and optional equipment shows the additional weight compared to the standard
equipment of the respective model or layout. The total weight of the selected
optional equipment must not exceed the manufacturer-specified mass for optional
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1.990,-

0

590,590,590,590,590,1.790,1.790,1.790,1.790,2.790,1.690,90,1.990,290,1.190,1.190,220,290,250,650,1.090,490,140,140,720,100,850,400,1.290,630,-

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
30
24
0
2
0
0
0
2
0
0
1
8
0
0
0
0
0
7
0
0
0

1.090,990,4.490,4.990,415,490,750,-

24
23
120
120
4
5
1

195,290,590,195,260,350,-

0
13
7.5
0
3.5
10

395,200,95,-

5
1
2

equipment shown in the model overviews. This is a calculated value for each type
and layout that HYMER uses to determine the maximum weight available for
factory-fitted optional equipment. Detailed information and explanations on the
subject of weight can be found in the Legal information section.

Bathroom
V40210J
Cork shower slats
Installation & Technology
V5028021
6 kW Diesel warm air heating with 10 l warm water boiler, altitude kit and 1,800 W electric bar heater 26)
V5028110
Sleeping roof heating - Thermal blanket, 12 V (155 x 60 cm)
V5026013
Automatic gas bottle changeover system with crash sensor and IceEx
V50230J
External gas socket with shut-off valve
V5012511
Second habitation battery (95 Ah AGM) incl. additional 18 A charger
V5012513
HYMER Smart Battery System (50 Ah Lithium) incl. additional 18 A charger and battery computer
V5012512
HYMER Smart Battery System (150 Ah Lithium) incl. additional 18 A charger and battery computer
V5002014
Waste water tank, insulated and heated
V80288J
Additional sockets: 1 x 230 V / 2 x USB
V5047010
Pre-installation for solar modules
Multimedia
V2067026
10.25" MBUX Multimedia system incl. SatNav with steering wheel multifunction keys, DAB+, Touchscreen
V2075012
Reversing camera for MBUX Multimedia system
V8035010
Parking package with reversing camera 31)
V8035011
Parking package with 360° camera 32)
V5073016
TV pre-installation with DVB-T antenna (active) 19)
V5054513
22" Smart LED-TV with built-in speakers, remote control, DVD drive 20)
Fabrics & Furniture finishes
V100704096 Fabric combination: Denver 33)
V100704097 Fabric combination: Corfu 33)
V100704131 Fabric combination: Jandia 33)
V100704076 Fabric combination: Grazia (Eco Tech Material)
V100704090 Leather: Grigio 33)
V602104011 Carpet: Laguna
Packages
V8036013
Chassis package
V8038010
Ready to Camp package (silver rims)
V8038010
Ready to Camp package (black rims)
V8028917
Style package 34)
V8011516
Driver Assistance package 35)
TÜV approval / CoC
V7005010
TÜV approval / CoC

Standard
On request (no extra cost)

Optional extra
Not possible

Mandatory
Available in package

33)

Excess weight (kg)*

a)

Free S 600

Price €

120,-

2

1.990,100,370,195,490,1.190,2.890,535,195,150,-

2
1
3
1
30
10
25
4
0.5
2

2.590,500,1.290,1.790,295,970,-

6
0
0
0
2
9

495,-

0

495,495,1.750,2.790,395,-

0
0
0
6.5
4

2.600,1.750,1.750,810,1.990,-

39
11
11
2
0

165,-

0

Not yet known at the time of publication Please note the information on page 46

* INFO
The factory installation of optional equipment increases the actual mass of the
vehicle and reduces the pay-mass. The additional weight indicated for packages
and optional equipment shows the additional weight compared to the standard
equipment of the respective model or layout. The total weight of the selected
optional equipment must not exceed the manufacturer-specified mass for optional

equipment shown in the model overviews. This is a calculated value for each type
and layout that HYMER uses to determine the maximum weight available for
factory-fitted optional equipment. Detailed information and explanations on the
subject of weight can be found in the Legal information section.
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PRICES AND TECHNICAL DATA HYMER FREE S BLUE
EVOLUTION

Free S 600 Blue Evolution
Price a)€

a)

88.400,-

Standard chassis

Mercedes-Benz Sprinter 317 CDI

Drive

Front Wheel Drive

kW (hp)

125 (170)

Tire size

225/75 R16 C

Length / Width / Height (cm)

593 / 206 / 278

Roof type

Sleeping roof

Standing height in living area (cm)

200

Wheelbase (mm)

3924

Mass in running order (kg)*

3030 (2879 - 3182)*

Technically permissible maximum laden mass (kg)*

3500

Technically permissible maximum towable mass (kg)*

2000

Permitted number of seats (including driver)*

4

Bed dimension: Rear bed L x W (cm)

195 x 135

Bed dimension: Central bed L x W (cm)

171 x 92 - 69

Bed dimension: Sleeping roof, L X W, approx. cm

200 x 122

Berths

4-5

Fridge volume (of which freezer compartment) (l)

90 (6,5)

Standard heating

Warm air, 4 kW

Gas bottle storage (Filling weight)

1x 5kg
1x 11kg

Total fresh water tank capacity (l)

110

Fresh water tank in driving filling level (l)

20

Warm water tank, approx. l

Gas boiler 11 l

Waste water tank (l)

85

Starter battery, Ah

92

Standard habitation battery (Ah)

95 Ah AGM

Sockets: 230 V/ 12 V/ USB

Standard
On request (no extra cost)

Optional extra
Not possible

Mandatory
Available in package

2/1/1

Not yet known at the time of publication

* INFO
The specified mass in running order is a default value defined in the type-approval
procedure. Due to manufacturing tolerances, the actual weighed mass in running
order may deviate from the value stated above. Deviations of up to ± 5 % of the
mass in running order are legally permissible and possible. The permissible range in
kilograms is given in brackets after the mass in running order. The manufacturerspecified mass for optional equipment is a calculated value for each type and
layout that HYMER uses to determine the maximum weight available for factoryfitted optional equipment. The limitation of optional equipment is intended to
ensure that the minimum pay-mass, i.e. the legally prescribed free mass for
baggage and retrofitted accessories, is actually available for the vehicle load
capacity of the vehicles delivered by HYMER. The real weight of your vehicle ex
works can only be determined when it is weighed at the end of the line. If, in
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1)

2)

exceptional cases, the weighing shows that the actual load capacity falls below
theminimum pay-mass despite limiting the optional equipment due to a permissible
weight deviation, we will check together with your trade partner and you whether
we should, for example, increase the load capacity of the vehicle, reduce the
number of seats or remove optional equipment before delivering the vehicle. The
technically permissible maximum laden mass of the vehicle and the technically
permissible maximum mass on the axle must not be exceeded. Detailed
information & explanations on the subject of weight and the configuration of the
vehicle can be found in the section Legal information. For a more detailed
description of all mandatory technical dependencies, please refer to the
explanations in the footnotes section.

Free S 600 Blue Evolution

STANDARD EQUIPMENT HYMER FREE S BLUE EVOLUTION

Chassis
Mercedes-Benz Sprinter 3.5 t - 317 CDI - 125 KW/170 hp - Euro VI-E
Basis
Capri blue
9G-TRONIC automatic transmission incl. Hold function
92 l fuel tank
Adaptive Brake Light
Exterior mirror electrically adjustable / heated
Semi-automatic climate control TEMPMATIK
Halogen H7 headlights in clear glass technology
Comfort suspension chassis (vibration absorbers, stabilizers, shock absorbers)
Chrome grill
Headlight range adjustment
Mercedes-Benz engine compartment insulation for noise reduction
Side indicators in exterior mirrors
Daytime Running Light integrated in headlights
Windscreen made of laminated glass
16" alloy wheels (black) with all season tires
Outside temperature display
ECO Start-Stop feature
Electric cab windows
Electric parking brake
Electric immobilizer
Driver and passenger airbag
Belt warning device "Unfastened seat belt"
Grab handle for entry, sliding door
Keyless Start (start-stop button for comfortable engine start)
Steering wheel, height and tilt adjustable
Leather steering wheel (automatic transmission only)
Sun visor for cab seats, swiveling
Cruise Control incl. steering wheel multifunction buttons
Warm air auxiliary heating, electric
Trailer hitch pre-installation
Active Distance Assist DISTRONIC+ incl. steering wheel multifunction buttons
Automatic headlight control
Hill Start Assist
ESP with Brake Assist (BAS), ABS, ASR, EBV
Crosswind Assist
Power steering
Central locking with remote control
Body
Awning with special adapter for sleeping roof, anthracite housing, 300 x 250 cm
Electric entrance step
GRP sleeping roof with foam core insulation
Optimal insulation thanks to innovative materials such as closed-cell polyethylene foam, flexible foam and durable XPS insulation (36 mm wall and
roof thickness)
Insulated floor
Dark tinted windows in the living area
Skylight in bathroom, 28 x 28 cm
Skylight in bedroom, 40 x 40 cm
Insulated aluminum framed windows
Sleeping roof in black (Maxi double bed with Sleeping Comfort system)
Design graphics for side walls: Black matt (full-surface foiling surrounding the side windows, LH and RH side)
Outfitting
Cab seats, armrests and seat bench upholstered in living area fabric
Original Mercedes-Benz Comfort seat, upholstered in living area fabric
Attachable table with slide-out extension
Mosquito net pleated blind for sliding door
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Free S 600 Blue Evolution
Gas bottle compartment for 2 gas bottles
Pull-out bed climb incl. load compartment partition
Embedded lashing eyes for ideal fixation located in floor and rear bed
Mirror cabinet
Blackout living room with pleated blinds and mosquito net
Vertically adjustable bed frame
ISOFIX (child seat fixation for seat bench)
Cab blinds
Living and bedroom + lighting
Side paneling in the bedroom with premium heat and sound-absorbing fabric lamination
Ambient lighting in the living- and bedroom as well as kitchen area
LED lighting
Living style collection "HOME" (2 pillows as well as utensil bag)
Kitchen
Extra deep drawers with Premium pull-outs incl. self-closing
90 l compressor fridge (12 V or 230 V) incl. freezer compartment with excellent cooling performance and silent night mode
Expandable kitchen worktop
Hob-sink combination with glass cover (2-burner hob)
Bathroom
Shower head holder with suction cup
Shower tray with circular gutter
Cassette toilet with level indicator
Compact bathroom with door
Installation & Technology
4 kW warm air heating incl. 10 l warm water boiler
Internal temperature sensor
LCD keypad for heating
95 Ah habitation battery with charger
230 V external connection with earth leakage circuit breaker for 230 V & 12 V
110 l fresh water tank, internal (20 l in driving position)
85 l waste water tank (fitted underfloor)
Electric waste water drainage, operation from the seating group
Level indicator for fresh water as well as waste water tank
Waste water tank, insulated and heated
Additional sockets: 1 x 230 V / 2 x USB
Charging booster for safe charging of the habitation battery while driving (up to 70 A)
Multimedia
DAB Radio pre-installation
10.25" MBUX Multimedia system incl. SatNav with steering wheel multifunction keys, DAB+, Touchscreen
Reversing camera for MBUX Multimedia system
Fabrics & Furniture finishes
Fabric combination: Kitami

Standard
On request (no extra cost)
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Optional extra
Not possible

Mandatory
Available in package

Not yet known at the time of publication

PACKAGES HYMER FREE S BLUE EVOLUTION
Driver Assistance package
Active Lane Keeping Assist
Attention Assist
High Beam Assist
Traffic Sign Assist
Heated windscreen
Heat-insulating glass with band filter on windscreen

Price €
590,90,390,390,450,290,-

Package price

2.200,-

Special price

1.990,-

You save

210,-

Excess weight (kg)*

0

Not yet known at the time of publication

* INFO
The factory installation of optional equipment increases the actual mass of the
vehicle and reduces the pay-mass. The additional weight indicated for packages
and optional equipment shows the additional weight compared to the standard
equipment of the respective model or layout. The total weight of the selected
optional equipment must not exceed the manufacturer-specified mass for optional

equipment shown in the model overviews. This is a calculated value for each type
and layout that HYMER uses to determine the maximum weight available for
factory-fitted optional equipment. Detailed information and explanations on the
subject of weight can be found in the Legal information section.
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a)

Basis
V2007111
Trailer hitch, removable ball head (max. 2 t) 23)
V20160J
Exterior mirror electrically foldable
V2077113
LED High-Performance headlights
V2062111
Fog lights with cornering light
V2049813
Open shelf cockpit passenger side
V20855J
Seat heating and lumbar support for Original Mercedes-Benz seats
V2098510
Blind Spot Assist 12)
V2116010
Dashboard charging pack (2 USB-C connections with 5 V as well as one additional 12 V socket)
V2113010
Wet Wiper System (windscreen wiper with integrated spray nozzles)
V2050010
Fully automatic climate control THERMOTRONIC incl. rain sensor (surcharge on semi-automatic climate control)
V21055J
Auxiliary heating (supports heating when heating up the vehicle)
V2103211
Remote control for warm water auxiliary heating
V2103210
Warm water auxiliary heating (auxiliary parking heating)
V2117011
Shelf for smartphones incl. wireless charging with charge level indicator
Body
V3028012
Opening window incl. blackout blind and mosquito net, LH side, rear
Outfitting
V30490J
2 folding chairs and table, incl. fixation
V4044016
Freestanding table incl. Lounge cushions 30)
V60230J
Partitioning curtain in the rear
V3065010
Safe with key (seat console passenger seat)
Living and bedroom + lighting
V60280J
Bed conversion for seating group incl. additional cushion
V60170J
Fitted sheets made to measure for rear beds individually adapted to mattress contours
Bathroom
V40210J
Cork shower slats
Installation & Technology
V5028021
6 kW Diesel warm air heating with 10 l warm water boiler, altitude kit and 1,800 W electric bar heater
V5028110
Sleeping roof heating - Thermal blanket, 12 V (155 x 60 cm)
V5026013
Automatic gas bottle changeover system with crash sensor and IceEx
V50230J
External gas socket with shut-off valve
V5012511
Second habitation battery (95 Ah AGM) incl. additional 18 A charger
V5012513
HYMER Smart Battery System (50 Ah Lithium) incl. additional 18 A charger and battery computer
V5012512
HYMER Smart Battery System (150 Ah Lithium) incl. additional 18 A charger and battery computer
V5047010
Pre-installation for solar modules
Multimedia
V5073016
TV pre-installation with DVB-T antenna (active) 19)
V5054513
22" Smart LED-TV with built-in speakers, remote control, DVD drive 20)
Fabrics & Furniture finishes
V602104011 Carpet: Laguna
Packages
V8011516
Driver Assistance package 35)
TÜV approval / CoC
V7005010
TÜV approval / CoC

Standard
On request (no extra cost)

Optional extra
Not possible

Mandatory
Available in package

1.690,90,1.990,290,140,720,630,140,100,650,850,490,1.090,220,-

24
0
2
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
7
0
8
0

415,-

4

290,195,195,350,-

13
0
0
10

395,200,-

5
1

120,-

2

1.990,100,370,195,490,1.190,2.890,195,-

2
1
3
1
30
10
25
2

295,970,-

2
9

395,-

4

1.990,-

0

165,-

0

Not yet known at the time of publication Please note the information on page 46

* INFO
The factory installation of optional equipment increases the actual mass of the
vehicle and reduces the pay-mass. The additional weight indicated for packages
and optional equipment shows the additional weight compared to the standard
equipment of the respective model or layout. The total weight of the selected
optional equipment must not exceed the manufacturer-specified mass for optional
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Excess weight (kg)*

Price €

Free S 600 Blue Evolution

OPTIONAL EQUIPMENT HYMER FREE S BLUE EVOLUTION

equipment shown in the model overviews. This is a calculated value for each type
and layout that HYMER uses to determine the maximum weight available for
factory-fitted optional equipment. Detailed information and explanations on the
subject of weight can be found in the Legal information section.

PRICES AND TECHNICAL DATA HYMER CAMPERVANS FIAT

Ayers Rock
Price a)€

a)

Standard chassis
Drive

Grand Canyon

Yosemite

Yellowstone

67.900,-

69.400,-

69.400,-

71.400,-

Fiat Ducato

Fiat Ducato

Fiat Ducato

Fiat Ducato
Front Wheel Drive

Front Wheel Drive

Front Wheel Drive

Front Wheel Drive

kW (hp)

88 (120)

88 (120)

88 (120)

103 (140)

Tire size

215/70 R15 C

215/70 R15 C

215/70 R15 C

225/75 R16

Length / Width / Height (cm)
Roof type

541 / 208 / 260

599 / 208 / 260

599 / 208 / 260

636 / 208 / 260

Sleeping roof

Sleeping roof

Sleeping roof

Sleeping roof

Standing height in living area (cm)

190

190

190

190

3450

4035

4035

4035

2827 (2686 - 2968)*

2939 (2792 - 3086)*

△

2990 (2841 - 3140)*

338

216

△

156

Wheelbase (mm)
Mass in running order (kg)*
Manufacturer-specified mass for optional equipment
(kg)*
Technically permissible maximum laden mass (kg)*

3500

Technically permissible maximum towable mass (kg)*

2000

Permitted number of seats (including driver)*
Bed dimension: Rear bed L x W (cm)

4

3500
1)

2)

196 x 140 - 125

Bed dimension: Sleeping roof, L X W, approx. cm

2000
4

3500
1)

2)

196 x 152 - 140

2000
4

3500
1)

2)

200 x 119 / 182 x 77

2500
4

1)

2)

195 x 119 / 192 x 77

209 x 143

209 x 143

209 x 143

2-5

2-5

2-5

2-5

70 (7,5)

90 (6,5)

70 (7,5)

90 (6,5)

Warm air, 4 kW

Warm air, 4 kW

Warm air, 4 kW

Gas warm air, 6 kW

Gas bottle storage (Filling weight)

2x 11kg
1x 5kg

2x 11kg
1x 5kg

2x 11kg
1x 5kg

2x 11kg
1x 5kg

Total fresh water tank capacity (l)

110

110

110

110

Fresh water tank in driving filling level (l)

20

20

20

20

Gas boiler 11 l

Gas boiler 11 l

Gas boiler 11 l

Gas boiler 11 l

Waste water tank (l)

95

95

95

95

Starter battery, Ah

95

95

95

Berths
Fridge volume (of which freezer compartment) (l)
Standard heating

Warm water tank, approx. l

95 AGM
Additional habitation batteries (Ah)
80 Ah / 240 Ah Lithium
Sockets: 230 V/ 12 V/ USB

Standard
On request (no extra cost)

Optional extra
Not possible

Mandatory
Available in package

5/1/6

95 AGM
80 Ah / 240 Ah Lithium
5/1/6

95 AGM
80 Ah / 240 Ah Lithium
5/1/6

209 x 143

95
95 AGM
80 Ah / 240 Ah Lithium
5/1/6

Not yet known at the time of publication

* INFO
The specified mass in running order is a default value defined in the type-approval
procedure. Due to manufacturing tolerances, the actual weighed mass in running
order may deviate from the value stated above. Deviations of up to ± 5 % of the
mass in running order are legally permissible and possible. The permissible range in
kilograms is given in brackets after the mass in running order. The manufacturerspecified mass for optional equipment is a calculated value for each type and
layout that HYMER uses to determine the maximum weight available for factoryfitted optional equipment. The limitation of optional equipment is intended to
ensure that the minimum pay-mass, i.e. the legally prescribed free mass for
baggage and retrofitted accessories, is actually available for the vehicle load
capacity of the vehicles delivered by HYMER. The real weight of your vehicle ex
works can only be determined when it is weighed at the end of the line. If, in

exceptional cases, the weighing shows that the actual load capacity falls below
theminimum pay-mass despite limiting the optional equipment due to a permissible
weight deviation, we will check together with your trade partner and you whether
we should, for example, increase the load capacity of the vehicle, reduce the
number of seats or remove optional equipment before delivering the vehicle. The
technically permissible maximum laden mass of the vehicle and the technically
permissible maximum mass on the axle must not be exceeded. Detailed
information & explanations on the subject of weight and the configuration of the
vehicle can be found in the section Legal information. For a more detailed
description of all mandatory technical dependencies, please refer to the
explanations in the footnotes section.
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Chassis
Fiat Ducato 3.5 t - 2.2 Multijet - 88 KW/120 hp - Euro 6D Final
Fiat Ducato 3.5 t - 2.2 Multijet - 103 KW/140 hp - Euro VI-E
Basis
Exterior color: White
6-speed transmission
75 l fuel tank
19 l AdBlue tank
Electrically adjustable and heated exterior mirrors
Electric parking brake
15'' steel rims
Daytime Running Light integrated in headlights
Cupholder in the center of the dashboard
Outside temperature display
Dashboard with aluminum-colored applications
Tool kit
Digital display with on-board computer
Electric cab windows
Electric immobilizer
Driver and passenger airbag
Belt warning device "Unfastened seat belt"
Glovebox, passenger side, with cooling compartment lid for 1.5 liter bottle
Coaxial steering wheel adjustment
Manual AirCon with pollen filter
Breakdown kit (air compressor with additional valve)
Premium DAB radio pre-installation
Sensor for water in diesel fuel
Power steering
Start-Stop-System incl. intelligent alternator
Seat base paneling
Door storage boxes with integrated bottle holder for 1.5 liter bottles
Central locking with internal operation and remote control
ESC with Brake Assist (HBA), ABS, ASR, LAC, MSR, Hill Start Assist, Traction+, Crosswind Assist, Trailer Stability Control and Post
Collision Braking System
Cruise Control
Body
Electric entrance step
Expandable rear door opening
Black gutter above the sliding door with integrated LED lighting
Optimal insulation thanks to innovative materials such as closed-cell polyethylene foam, flexible foam and durable XPS insulation (36
mm wall and roof thickness)
Insulated floor
Cab interior in felt optics
Dark tinted windows in the living area
Skylight in bathroom, 40 x 40 cm
Skylight in bedroom, 40 x 40 cm
Skylight in living room, 70 x 50 cm
Insulated aluminum framed windows
Outfitting
Cab seats, swivelling, with armrests, height- and tilt adjustable
Cab seats, armrests and seat bench upholstered in living area fabric
Mosquito net pleated blind for sliding door
Gas bottle compartment for 2 gas bottles
Folding table with possibility to enlarge
Pleated blackout cab blinds for front and side windows
Sleeping comfort system with cup-slatted bed frame and cold foam mattress(es)
Vertically adjustable cup-slatted bed frame for rear bed(s)
Lashing rails with 4 adjustable eyelets (mounting of various accessories)
Pull-out bed climb incl. load compartment partition
Mirror cabinet incl. magnetic vanity mirror
"Travel Lounge" bench with adjustable inclination
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Yellowstone

Yosemite

Grand Canyon

Ayers Rock

STANDARD EQUIPMENT HYMER CAMPERVANS FIAT

Yellowstone

Yosemite

Grand Canyon

Ayers Rock
Pedestal with two storage compartments
Living and bedroom + lighting
Side paneling in the bedroom with premium heat and sound-absorbing fabric lamination
Multifunctional wall at seating group and kitchen
LED illumination, dimmable with touch control
LED reading spotlights with touch control (living area)
Kitchen
Extra deep drawers with Premium pull-outs incl. self-closing
Large 2-piece cutlery insert
70 l compressor fridge with 2-way opening
90 l compressor fridge (12 V or 230 V) incl. freezer compartment with excellent cooling performance and silent night mode
Expandable kitchen worktop
Cooking/sink combination with glass cover (2-burner gas hob) and high-quality single-lever mixer tap
Bathroom
Design folding washbasin (made of solid surface)
Shower head holder with suction cup
Shower tray with circular gutter
Cassette toilet with level indicator
Variable bathroom with swivel wall
Compact bathroom with Lamella door
Installation & Technology
4 kW warm air heating incl. 10 l warm water boiler
6 kW gas warm air heating with 10 l warm water boiler
7" touch display for convenient control and monitoring of important vehicle features and components
HYMER Connect: Control and monitor important components and features of your vehicle conveniently with the HYMER Connect
app - anytime, anywhere.
Internal temperature sensor
LCD keypad for heating
Patented insulated underfloor battery tray incl. 95 Ah habitation battery
230 V external connection with earth leakage circuit breaker for 230 V & 12 V
110 l fresh water tank (fitted underfloor) with service lid in walking floor
95 l waste water tank (fitted underfloor)
Fresh and waste water tank, insulated and heated
Level indicator for fresh water as well as waste water tank
Electric waste water drainage
Patented heat conduction concept for optimum heat distribution
Charging booster for safe charging of the habitation battery while driving (up to 70 A)
Multimedia
DAB Radio pre-installation
Fabrics & Furniture finishes
Furniture finish: Ivy Green
Fabric combination: Indiana

Standard
On request (no extra cost)

Optional extra
Not possible

Mandatory
Available in package

Not yet known at the time of publication
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PACKAGES HYMER CAMPERVANS FIAT
Chassis package
90 l fuel tank
Fog lights with cornering light
LED Daytime Running Light
Leather steering wheel and gear knob lever

Price €
100,220,350,250,-

Package price

920,-

Special price

850,-

You save

70,-

Excess weight (kg)*

14

Style package
Bumper painted in vehicle color
Grill frame, glossy black
Skid plate, glossy black
Headlights with black frame

Price €
390,150,50,30,-

Package price

620,-

Special price

570,-

You save

50,-

Excess weight (kg)*

0

Driver Assistance package
Driver Assistance System (Emergency Brake & passive Lane Keeping Assist, High Beam Assist, Traffic sign recognition as well as light and
rain sensor)
Blind Spot Assist incl. Rear Cross Path Detection
Exterior mirror, electrically foldable

Price €
1.090,690,180,-

Package price

1.960,-

Special price

1.820,-

You save

140,-

Excess weight (kg)*

2.5

Driving Comfort Package
9-gear automatic transmission
Automatic AirCon with pollen filter
Fiat Infotainmentsystem with 10" Touchscreen, integrated SatNav, DAB+, Apple Car Play, Google Android Auto incl. reversing camera and
multifunctional steering wheel
Fully digital cockpit with integrated 7" display
Shelf for smartphones incl. wireless charging with charge level indicator

Price €
3.990,520,2.390,590,250,-

Package price

7.740,-

Special price

7.490,-

You save

250,-

Excess weight (kg)*

CrossOver
16" All Terrain tires with Fiat Original alloy wheels
Front bar with cross tube, black
Engine / unterride protection
Design graphics: CrossOver

59

Price €
2.990,550,200,500,-

Package price

4.240,-

Special price

4.190,-

You save

50,-

Excess weight (kg)*

* INFO
The factory installation of optional equipment increases the actual mass of the
vehicle and reduces the pay-mass. The additional weight indicated for packages
and optional equipment shows the additional weight compared to the standard
equipment of the respective model or layout. The total weight of the selected
optional equipment must not exceed the manufacturer-specified mass for optional
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equipment shown in the model overviews. This is a calculated value for each type
and layout that HYMER uses to determine the maximum weight available for
factory-fitted optional equipment. Detailed information and explanations on the
subject of weight can be found in the Legal information section.

Autonomy package Lithium
Solar panel with MPPT controller and display, 2 x 95 W
Inverter 12 V to 230 V, 1,300 Watt incl. 70 A additional charger
HYMER Smart Battery System (3 x 80 Ah Lithium)
Water filter for fresh water system

Price €
1.690,1.290,4.490,250,-

Package price

7.720,-

Special price

7.590,-

You save

130,-

Excess weight (kg)*

36

Living Comfort package
Skyview cab window incl. blackout blind
Ambient lighting
Living style collection "HOME" (2 pillows as well as utensil bag)
Fitted sheets made to measure for rear beds individually adapted to mattress contours
Cork shower slats

Price €
990,390,95,200,120,-

Package price

1.795,-

Special price

1.650,-

You save

145,-

Excess weight (kg)*

24

Not yet known at the time of publication

* INFO
The factory installation of optional equipment increases the actual mass of the
vehicle and reduces the pay-mass. The additional weight indicated for packages
and optional equipment shows the additional weight compared to the standard
equipment of the respective model or layout. The total weight of the selected
optional equipment must not exceed the manufacturer-specified mass for optional

equipment shown in the model overviews. This is a calculated value for each type
and layout that HYMER uses to determine the maximum weight available for
factory-fitted optional equipment. Detailed information and explanations on the
subject of weight can be found in the Legal information section.
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Excess weight (kg)*

Yellowstone

Yosemite

a)

Grand Canyon

Price €

Ayers Rock

OPTIONAL EQUIPMENT HYMER CAMPERVANS FIAT

Chassis

V201103500
Basis
V20250163
V20250145
V20250164
V20250110
V20250104
V20250100
V20420A
V2051090
V2007111
V20160J
V2097011
V2077113
V2062111
V3051010
V2021016
V2021030
V2021030
V2021049
V2073512
V2021024
V2117011
V2050010
V2054512
V20610J
V20855J
V2096512
V20330J
V2064310
V2098510
V20190J
Body
V3016010
V3016010
V30522120
V30522140
V30522110
V30522150
V30522130
V70030110
V70030117
V7003110
V7003216
V3005010

Fiat Ducato - 2.2 MultiJet - 103 KW/140 hp - Euro VI-E
Fiat Ducato Maxi 3.5 t - 2.2 Multijet - 103 KW/140 hp - Euro VI-E
Fiat Ducato Maxi 3.5 t - 2.2 Multijet - 130 KW/180 hp - Euro VI-E
Fiat Ducato Maxi 4.0 t - 2.2 Multijet - 130 KW/180 hp - Euro VI-E
Downplating to 3.5 t (Fiat Ducato Maxi 4 t only)

1.090,1.490,5.390,6.640,250,-

0
35
55
105
0

Pastel: Lanzarote gray
Pastel: Grigio Campovolo
Metallic: Artense gray
Metallic: Black
Metallic: Fer gray
Metallic: Alumino gray
9-gear automatic transmission 36) 5) 4)
90 l fuel tank
Trailer hitch, removable
Exterior mirror, electrically foldable
LED Daytime Running Light 6)
LED headlights 6)
Fog lights with cornering light
Bumper painted in vehicle color
16" steel rims 37)
16" alloy wheels with 225/75 R16 tires (Fiat Ducato Light only) 7)
16" alloy wheels with 225/75 R16 tires (Fiat Ducato Maxi only or in combination with automatic
transmission)
16" All Terrain tires with Fiat Original alloy wheels
16" All-Season tires (with snowflake symbol)
18" alloy wheels with 255/55 R18 All Season tires
Shelf for smartphones incl. wireless charging with charge level indicator 9)
Automatic AirCon with pollen filter
Leather steering wheel and gear knob lever
Multifunctional steering wheel
Seat heating and lumbar support for cab seats, adjustable separately
Fully digital cockpit with integrated 7" display 11)
Park Pilot - audible warning of obstacles in the rear area
Active 360° Park Assist
Blind Spot Assist incl. Rear Cross Path Detection
Battery disconnection switch

750,750,950,950,950,950,3.990,100,950,180,350,900,220,390,190,850,-

0
0
0
0
0
0
55
14
28
0
0
0
2
0
14
-4

650,-

-4

2.990,450,3.490,250,520,250,290,720,590,350,670,690,225,-

13
0
12
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
1
0

Sleeping roof in vehicle color (maxi double bed with skylight and electric locking) 38)
Sleeping roof white (maxi double bed with skylight and electric locking)
Awning with adapter, anthracite housing, 325 x 250 cm
Awning with adapter, anthracite housing, 375 x 250 cm
Awning with special adapter for sleeping roof, anthracite housing, 300 x 250 cm
Awning with special adapter for sleeping roof, anthracite housing, 400 x 250 cm
Awning with special adapter for sleeping roof, anthracite housing, 350 x 250 cm
Design graphics: Aluline (Brushed aluminum filling)
Design graphics: Carbonline (Carbon black filling)
Design graphics: CrossOver
Design graphics: Window filling Carbon (full-surface foiling surrounding side windows, LH and RH
side as well as rear doors)
Back Rack+ 22)

4.490,3.990,1.090,1.190,990,1.090,990,260,360,500,-

140
140
24
27
30
37
26
0
0
0

950,-

1

790,-

9

* INFO
The factory installation of optional equipment increases the actual mass of the
vehicle and reduces the pay-mass. The additional weight indicated for packages
and optional equipment shows the additional weight compared to the standard
equipment of the respective model or layout. The total weight of the selected
optional equipment must not exceed the manufacturer-specified mass for optional
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3)
3)

equipment shown in the model overviews. This is a calculated value for each type
and layout that HYMER uses to determine the maximum weight available for
factory-fitted optional equipment. Detailed information and explanations on the
subject of weight can be found in the Legal information section.

V3028010
Opening window incl. blackout blind and mosquito net, RH side, rear
V3028012
Opening window incl. blackout blind and mosquito net, LH side, rear
V3011012
Skylight in bedroom, double-glazed, 70 x 50 cm 14)
V3007010
Skyview cab window incl. blackout blind
Outfitting
V30490J
2 folding chairs and table, incl. fixation
V3037510
ISOFIX (child seat fixation for seat bench) 15)
V3065010
Safe with key (seat console passenger seat, volume approx. 11 l)
V4036699
Omission of rear transverse overhead lockers
V4052010
Lowerable seating group table variant for bed conversion
V50100J
External shower (located at the rear of the vehicle)
Living and bedroom + lighting
V60170J
Fitted sheets made to measure for rear beds individually adapted to mattress contours
Ambient light package (Multifunctional pendant lamp as well as 2 ambient reading lights for
V5013614
multifunctional wall)
V50290J
Ambient lighting
V8037011
Living style collection "HOME" (2 pillows as well as utensil bag)
V60280J
Bed conversion for seating group incl. additional cushion 39)
Bathroom
V40210J
Cork shower slats
V5053010
Ceramic toilet
Installation & Technology
V5028021
V5028110
V5026013
V50250J
V50230J
V30325J
V5012014
V5012516
V5012511
V5048014
V5047030
V5047029
V5033017
V5005010
V5069710
V4031211
Multimedia

6 kW Diesel warm air heating with 10 l warm water boiler and 1,800 W electric bar heater 40)
Sleeping roof heating - Thermal blanket, 12 V (155 x 60 cm)
Automatic gas bottle changeover system with crash sensor and IceEx
Gas filter for automatic gas bottle changeover
External gas socket with shut-off valve
Gas bottle slide out 41)
Habitation battery (80 Ah lithium) incl. additional 18 A charger instead of 95 Ah AGM 42) 43)
HYMER Smart Battery System 2.0 (160 Ah Lithium) incl. additional 18 A charger 43)
Second habitation battery (95 Ah AGM) incl. additional 18 A charger 16)
Inverter 12 V to 230 V, 1,300 Watt incl. 70 A additional charger 44)
Solar panel with MPPT controller and display, 1 x 95 W
Solar panel with MPPT controller and display, 2 x 95 W 45)
Roof AirCon, 1,700 W 46) 47)
Security system (alarm system)
Water filter for fresh water system
25 l cooling box (fits in storage space pull-out rear bed)

Fiat Infotainmentsystem with 10" Touchscreen, integrated SatNav, DAB+, Apple Car Play, Google
Android Auto incl. reversing camera and multifunctional steering wheel 18) 17)
Multimedia SatNav System with 9" Touchscreen incl. motorhome software, DAB+, Apple Car Play,
V50400115
Google Android Auto and reversing camera 18)
V5073016
TV pre-installation with DVB-T antenna (active) 48)
V5054513
22" Smart LED-TV with built-in speakers, remote control, DVD drive 20)
Fabrics & Furniture finishes
V100904124 Furniture finish: Pearl Gray
V100704076 Fabric combination: Grazia (Eco Tech Material)
V100704123 Fabric combination: Gomera
V100704090 Leather: Grigio
V100704126 Leather / fabric combination: Moreno
V100704125 Textile leather-/ fabric combination: Marquis
V602104011 Carpet: Laguna
Packages
V2067030

* INFO
The factory installation of optional equipment increases the actual mass of the
vehicle and reduces the pay-mass. The additional weight indicated for packages
and optional equipment shows the additional weight compared to the standard
equipment of the respective model or layout. The total weight of the selected
optional equipment must not exceed the manufacturer-specified mass for optional

Excess weight (kg)*

Yellowstone

Yosemite

Grand Canyon

a)

Ayers Rock

Price €
415,415,490,990,-

4
4
5
19

290,260,350,-

290,-

13
3.5
10
-6
0
1

200,-

1

650,-

2

390,95,395,-

1
2
5

120,495,-

2
10

1.990,99,370,195,195,500,1.490,3.290,490,1.290,990,1.690,2.090,395,250,130,-

1.5
1
3
0
1
15
-10
20
30
10
8
16
27
2
1
4

2.390,-

4

2.390,-

7

295,970,-

2
9

750,290,1.990,1.990,750,395,-

0
0
0
6.5
6.5
4
4

equipment shown in the model overviews. This is a calculated value for each type
and layout that HYMER uses to determine the maximum weight available for
factory-fitted optional equipment. Detailed information and explanations on the
subject of weight can be found in the Legal information section.
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V80090125
Chassis package
V8028922
Style package
V8011521
Driver Assistance package
V8040021
Driving Comfort Package
V8006026
CrossOver 49)
V8007115
Autonomy package Lithium
V8039020
Living Comfort package
TÜV approval / CoC
V7005010
TÜV approval / CoC

Standard
On request (no extra cost)

Optional extra
Not possible

43)

Mandatory
Available in package

Excess weight (kg)*

Yellowstone

Yosemite

850,570,1.820,7.490,4.190,7.590,1.650,-

14
0
2.5
59
20
36
24

165,-

0

Not yet known at the time of publication Please note the information on page 46

* INFO
The factory installation of optional equipment increases the actual mass of the
vehicle and reduces the pay-mass. The additional weight indicated for packages
and optional equipment shows the additional weight compared to the standard
equipment of the respective model or layout. The total weight of the selected
optional equipment must not exceed the manufacturer-specified mass for optional
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Grand Canyon

a)

Ayers Rock

Price €

equipment shown in the model overviews. This is a calculated value for each type
and layout that HYMER uses to determine the maximum weight available for
factory-fitted optional equipment. Detailed information and explanations on the
subject of weight can be found in the Legal information section.

PRICES AND TECHNICAL DATA HYMER GRAND CANYON S

Grand Canyon S
Price a)€

a)

81.800,-

Standard chassis

Mercedes-Benz Sprinter 315 CDI

Drive

Rear Wheel Drive / All Wheel Drive

kW (hp)

110 (150)

Tire size

235/65 R16 C

Length / Width / Height (cm)

593 / 206 / 276

Roof type

Sleeping roof

Standing height in living area (cm)

192

Wheelbase (mm)

3665

Mass in running order (kg)*

2855 (2712 - 2998)*

Manufacturer-specified mass for optional equipment (kg)*

305

Technically permissible maximum laden mass (kg)*

3500

Technically permissible maximum towable mass (kg)*

2000

Permitted number of seats (including driver)*

2)

4

Bed dimension: Rear bed L x W (cm)

195 x 135

Bed dimension: Sleeping roof, L X W, approx. cm

200 x 122

Berths

2-4

Fridge volume (of which freezer compartment) (l)

90 (6,5)

Standard heating

Warm air, 4 kW

Gas bottle storage (Filling weight)

1x 5kg
1x 11kg

Total fresh water tank capacity (l)

100

Fresh water tank in driving filling level (l)

20

Warm water tank, approx. l

Gas boiler 11 l

Waste water tank (l)

85

Starter battery, Ah

92

Standard habitation battery (Ah)

95 Ah AGM
95 Ah AGM
50 / 150 Ah Lithium

Additional habitation batteries (Ah)
Sockets: 230 V/ 12 V/ USB

Standard
On request (no extra cost)

1)

Optional extra
Not possible

Mandatory
Available in package

4/3/2

Not yet known at the time of publication

* INFO
The specified mass in running order is a default value defined in the type-approval
procedure. Due to manufacturing tolerances, the actual weighed mass in running
order may deviate from the value stated above. Deviations of up to ± 5 % of the
mass in running order are legally permissible and possible. The permissible range in
kilograms is given in brackets after the mass in running order. The manufacturerspecified mass for optional equipment is a calculated value for each type and
layout that HYMER uses to determine the maximum weight available for factoryfitted optional equipment. The limitation of optional equipment is intended to
ensure that the minimum pay-mass, i.e. the legally prescribed free mass for
baggage and retrofitted accessories, is actually available for the vehicle load
capacity of the vehicles delivered by HYMER. The real weight of your vehicle ex
works can only be determined when it is weighed at the end of the line. If, in

exceptional cases, the weighing shows that the actual load capacity falls below
theminimum pay-mass despite limiting the optional equipment due to a permissible
weight deviation, we will check together with your trade partner and you whether
we should, for example, increase the load capacity of the vehicle, reduce the
number of seats or remove optional equipment before delivering the vehicle. The
technically permissible maximum laden mass of the vehicle and the technically
permissible maximum mass on the axle must not be exceeded. Detailed
information & explanations on the subject of weight and the configuration of the
vehicle can be found in the section Legal information. For a more detailed
description of all mandatory technical dependencies, please refer to the
explanations in the footnotes section.
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STANDARD EQUIPMENT HYMER GRAND CANYON S

Chassis
Mercedes-Benz Sprinter 3.5 t - 315 CDI - 110 KW/150 hp - Euro VI-E 50)
Basis
Exterior color: Arctic white
6-speed manual transmission ECO Gear
71 l fuel tank (93 l if ordered with optional All Wheel Drive)
22 l AdBlue tank
Trailer hitch pre-installation
Adaptive Brake Light
Automatic headlight control
Electrically adjustable and heated exterior mirrors
Halogen H7 headlights in clear glass technology
Comfort suspension chassis (vibration absorbers, stabilizers, shock absorbers)
Side indicators in exterior mirrors
Daytime Running Light integrated in headlights
Windscreen made of laminated glass
16" steel rims with wheel hub cover and all season tires
Outside temperature display
Electric cab windows
Electric parking brake
Electric immobilizer
Driver and passenger airbag
Belt warning device "Unfastened seat belt"
Semi-automatic climate control TEMPMATIK
Grab handle for entry, sliding door
Steering wheel, height and tilt adjustable
Headlight range adjustment
Open shelf cockpit passenger side
Sun visor for cab seats, swiveling
Warm air auxiliary heating, electric
Central locking with remote control
Hill Start Assist
ECO Start-Stop feature 51)
ESP with Brake Assist (BAS), ABS, ASR, EBV
Crosswind Assist
Power steering
Cruise Control incl. steering wheel multifunction buttons
Body
Design graphics: Window filling Carbon (full-surface foiling around rear windows)
Electric entrance step
GRP sleeping roof with foam core insulation
Optimal insulation thanks to innovative materials such as closed-cell polyethylene foam, flexible foam and durable XPS insulation (36 mm wall and
roof thickness)
Insulated floor
Skylight in bathroom, 28 x 28 cm
Skylight in bedroom, 40 x 40 cm
Skylight in living room, 70 x 50 cm
Insulated aluminum framed bathroom window
Outfitting
Cab seats, armrests and seat bench upholstered in living area fabric
Original Mercedes-Benz Comfort seat, upholstered in living area fabric 52) 53)
Folding table with possibility to enlarge
Vertically adjustable cup-slatted bed frame for rear bed(s)
Mosquito net pleated blind for sliding door
Pleated blackout cab blinds for front and side windows
Blackout living room with pleated blinds and mosquito net
Mirror cabinet
Lashing rails with 4 adjustable eyelets (mounting of various accessories)
Living and bedroom + lighting
Side paneling in the bedroom with premium heat and sound-absorbing fabric lamination
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Grand Canyon S
LED lighting, dimmable
LED lighting with touch control
Partitioning curtain between bed- and living room
Kitchen
Extra deep drawers with Premium pull-outs incl. self-closing
Large 2-piece cutlery insert
90 l compressor fridge (12 V or 230 V) incl. freezer compartment with excellent cooling performance and silent night mode
Expandable kitchen worktop
Hob-sink combination with glass cover (2-burner hob)
Bathroom
Design folding washbasin (made of solid surface)
Shower head holder with suction cup
Cassette toilet with level indicator
Compact bathroom with door
Installation & Technology
4 kW warm air heating incl. 10 l warm water boiler
Internal temperature sensor
LCD keypad for heating
95 Ah habitation battery with charger
230 V external connection with earth leakage circuit breaker for 230 V & 12 V
100 l fresh water tank, internal (20 l in driving position)
85 l waste water tank (fitted underfloor)
Waste water tank, insulated
Level indicator for fresh water as well as waste water tank
Charging booster for safe charging of the habitation battery while driving (up to 70 A)
Multimedia
DAB Radio pre-installation
Fabrics & Furniture finishes
Furniture finish: Chiavenna Nut
Fabric combination: Denver

Standard
On request (no extra cost)

Optional extra
Not possible

Mandatory
Available in package

Not yet known at the time of publication
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PACKAGES HYMER GRAND CANYON S
Chassis package
LED High-Performance headlights
Fog lights with cornering light
Exterior mirror electrically foldable
Blind Spot Assist

Price €
1.990,290,90,630,-

Package price

3.000,-

Special price

2.300,-

You save

700,-

Excess weight (kg)*

2

Driver Assistance package PLUS (x15/x17 CDI only)
Active Distance Assist DISTRONIC+ incl. steering wheel multifunction buttons (surcharge on Cruise Control)
Leather steering wheel (automatic transmission only)
Reversing camera for MBUX Multimedia system
10.25" MBUX Multimedia system incl. SatNav with steering wheel multifunction keys, DAB+, Touchscreen
9G-TRONIC automatic transmission incl. Hold function (x15 / x17 CDI)

Price €
890,250,500,2.590,2.790,-

Package price

7.020,-

Special price

6.490,-

You save

530,-

Excess weight (kg)*

49

Driver Assistance package PLUS (x19 CDI only)
Active Distance Assist DISTRONIC+ incl. steering wheel multifunction buttons (surcharge on Cruise Control)
Leather steering wheel (automatic transmission only)
Reversing camera for MBUX Multimedia system
10.25" MBUX Multimedia system incl. SatNav with steering wheel multifunction keys, DAB+, Touchscreen
9G-TRONIC automatic transmission incl. Hold function (x19 CDI)

Price €
890,250,500,2.590,2.790,-

Package price

7.020,-

Special price

6.490,-

You save

530,-

Excess weight (kg)*

Driver Assistance package
Active Lane Keeping Assist
Attention Assist
High Beam Assist
Traffic Sign Assist
Heated windscreen
Heat-insulating glass with band filter on windscreen

49

Price €
590,90,390,390,450,290,-

Package price

2.200,-

Special price

1.990,-

You save

210,-

Excess weight (kg)*

* INFO
The factory installation of optional equipment increases the actual mass of the
vehicle and reduces the pay-mass. The additional weight indicated for packages
and optional equipment shows the additional weight compared to the standard
equipment of the respective model or layout. The total weight of the selected
optional equipment must not exceed the manufacturer-specified mass for optional
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0

equipment shown in the model overviews. This is a calculated value for each type
and layout that HYMER uses to determine the maximum weight available for
factory-fitted optional equipment. Detailed information and explanations on the
subject of weight can be found in the Legal information section.

Camp Plus package
Waste water tank, insulated and heated
Living style collection "HOME" (2 pillows as well as utensil bag)
Fitted sheets made to measure for rear beds individually adapted to mattress contours
Wooden shower slats

Price €
535,95,200,120,-

Package price

950,-

Special price

760,-

You save

190,-

Excess weight (kg)*

Style package
Front bumper as well as grill frame painted in vehicle color
Chrome grill
Package price

11

Price €
690,350,1.040,-

Special price

810,-

You save

230,-

Excess weight (kg)*

2

Not yet known at the time of publication

* INFO
The factory installation of optional equipment increases the actual mass of the
vehicle and reduces the pay-mass. The additional weight indicated for packages
and optional equipment shows the additional weight compared to the standard
equipment of the respective model or layout. The total weight of the selected
optional equipment must not exceed the manufacturer-specified mass for optional

equipment shown in the model overviews. This is a calculated value for each type
and layout that HYMER uses to determine the maximum weight available for
factory-fitted optional equipment. Detailed information and explanations on the
subject of weight can be found in the Legal information section.
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a)

Excess weight (kg)*

Price €

Grand Canyon S

OPTIONAL EQUIPMENT HYMER GRAND CANYON S

Chassis

V201104100
V201103500
Basis
V20250167
V20250137
V20250143
V20250140
V20250119
V20250119
V20250144
V20250146
V2006811
V20420A
V20420A
V2051093
V2077113
V2050010
V20160J
V2007111
V2007114
V2007115
V2115010
V2062111
V20391J
V2113010
V2021027
V2021041
V2021032
V2117011
V2049011
V2049010
V2116010
V2054511
V2054512
V2103210
V2103211
V21055J
V2098013
V2098510
V20855J
Body
V30522120
V30522110

Mercedes-Benz Sprinter 3.5 t - 317 CDI - 125 KW/170 hp - Euro VI-E 50)
Mercedes-Benz Sprinter 3.5 t - 319 CDI - 141 KW/190 hp - Euro VI-E 50)
Mercedes-Benz Sprinter 3.88 t - 415 CDI - 110 KW/150 hp - Euro VI-E
Mercedes-Benz Sprinter 3.88 t - 417 CDI - 125 KW/170 hp - Euro VI-E
Mercedes-Benz Sprinter 3.88 t - 419 CDI - 141 KW/190 hp - Euro VI-E
Weight variant 4,100 kg (Mercedes-Benz Sprinter 415 / 417 / 419 CDI only)
Downplating to 3.5 t (Mercedes-Benz Sprinter 415 / 417 / 419 CDI only)

990,5.280,1.390,2.380,6.670,260,-

0
14
0
0
14
0
0

Pastel: Pebble gray
Pastel: Steel blue
Pastel: Blue gray
Pastel: Jupiter red
Metallic: Obsidian black
Metallic: Canvasite blue
Metallic: Tenorite gray
Metallic: Iridium silver
Permanent All Wheel Drive incl. LED rear lights as well as 93 l fuel tank 54) 55) 56) 57)
9G-TRONIC automatic transmission incl. Hold function (x15 / x17 CDI)
9G-TRONIC automatic transmission incl. Hold function (x19 CDI)
93 l fuel tank 58)
LED High-Performance headlights
Fully automatic climate control THERMOTRONIC incl. rain sensor (surcharge on semi-automatic climate control)
Exterior mirror electrically foldable
Trailer hitch, removable ball head (max. 2 t) 59)
Trailer hitch for increased trailer load, 2.8 t 60)
Trailer hitch for increased trailer load, 3.5 t (not available in combination with All Wheel Drive) 61) 62)
Mercedes-Benz engine compartment insulation for noise reduction 63)
Fog lights with cornering light
Heated windscreen 64)
Wet Wiper System (windscreen wiper with integrated spray nozzles) 25)
16" alloy wheels (silver) with all season tires 54)
17" alloy wheels (silver) with summer tires 62)
16" steel rim (black) with studded tires (All Terrain)
Shelf for smartphones incl. wireless charging with charge level indicator 24)
Electric sliding door incl. remote control, RH side 65)
Electric closing aid for sliding door, RH side 65)
Dashboard charging pack (2 USB-C connections with 5 V as well as one additional 12 V socket)
Leather steering wheel (automatic transmission only)
Leather steering wheel and gear knob lever (manual transmission only)
Warm water auxiliary heating (auxiliary parking heating)
Remote control for warm water auxiliary heating
Auxiliary heating (supports heating when heating up the vehicle) 26)
Active Distance Assist DISTRONIC+ incl. steering wheel multifunction buttons (surcharge on Cruise Control) 27)

590,590,590,590,1.790,1.790,1.790,1.790,6.990,2.790,2.790,390,1.990,650,90,1.690,1.890,1.990,290,290,450,100,1.190,1.450,1.990,220,1.290,450,140,250,290,1.090,490,850,-

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
153
40
31
24
2
1
0
24
21
22
10
0
0
0
0
4
16
2
6
0
0
0
0
8
0
7

28)

890,-

0

Blind Spot Assist 12) 29)
Seat heating and lumbar support for Original Mercedes-Benz seats

630,720,-

0
0

1.090,990,-

24
23

Awning with adapter, anthracite housing, 325 x 250 cm
Awning with special adapter for sleeping roof, anthracite housing, 300 x 250 cm

* INFO
The factory installation of optional equipment increases the actual mass of the
vehicle and reduces the pay-mass. The additional weight indicated for packages
and optional equipment shows the additional weight compared to the standard
equipment of the respective model or layout. The total weight of the selected
optional equipment must not exceed the manufacturer-specified mass for optional
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equipment shown in the model overviews. This is a calculated value for each type
and layout that HYMER uses to determine the maximum weight available for
factory-fitted optional equipment. Detailed information and explanations on the
subject of weight can be found in the Legal information section.

Excess weight (kg)*

a)

Grand Canyon S

Price €
V3016010
Sleeping roof in white (Maxi double bed with Sleeping Comfort system)
V3016010
Sleeping roof in vehicle color (Maxi double bed with Sleeping Comfort system)
V2100610
Engine / Underride protection 66) 63)
V70030110
Design graphics: Aluline (Brushed aluminum filling)
V70030117
Design graphics: Carbonline (Carbon black filling)
V7003110
Design graphics: CrossOver
V7003216
Design graphics: Window filling Carbon (full-surface foiling surrounding the side windows, LH and RH side)
V3011012
Skylight in bedroom, double-glazed, 70 x 50 cm 14)
V3028012
Opening window incl. blackout blind and mosquito net, LH side, rear
Outfitting
V30490J
2 folding chairs and table, incl. fixation
V3037510
ISOFIX (child seat fixation for seat bench) 15)
V4031510
Load compartment partition with adapter for narrow lashing rails
V3065010
Safe with key (seat console passenger seat)
Living and bedroom + lighting
V60170J
Fitted sheets made to measure for rear beds individually adapted to mattress contours
V8037011
Living style collection "HOME" (2 pillows as well as utensil bag)
Bathroom
V40210J
Cork shower slats
Installation & Technology

4.490,4.990,290,260,360,500,750,490,415,-

120
120
15.5
0
0
0
1
5
4

290,260,160,350,-

13
3.5
1
10

200,95,-

1
2

120,-

2

V5028021
6 kW Diesel warm air heating with 10 l warm water boiler, altitude kit and 1,800 W electric bar heater 26)
V5028110
Sleeping roof heating - Thermal blanket, 12 V (155 x 60 cm)
V5026013
Automatic gas bottle changeover system with crash sensor and IceEx
V50230J
External gas socket with shut-off valve
V5012511
Second habitation battery (95 Ah AGM) incl. additional 18 A charger 16)
V5012513
HYMER Smart Battery System (50 Ah Lithium) incl. additional 18 A charger and battery computer 16)
V5012512
HYMER Smart Battery System (150 Ah Lithium) incl. additional 18 A charger and battery computer 16)
V5002014
Waste water tank, insulated and heated
V5033017
Roof AirCon, 1,700 W 46) 47)
V5047030
Solar panel with MPPT controller and display, 1 x 95 W 67)
V5047029
Solar panel with MPPT controller and display, 2 x 95 W
V5048014
Inverter 12 V to 230 V, 1,300 Watt incl. 70 A additional charger 44)
Multimedia
V2067026
10.25" MBUX Multimedia system incl. SatNav with steering wheel multifunction keys, DAB+, Touchscreen
V2075012
Reversing camera for MBUX Multimedia system
V8035011
Parking package with 360° camera 32)
V8035010
Parking package with reversing camera 31)
V5073016
TV pre-installation with DVB-T antenna (active) 19)
V5054513
22" Smart-LED TV with DVD player, Triple tuner, stand and TV bracket 20)
Fabrics & Furniture finishes
V100704076 Fabric combination: Grazia (Eco Tech Material)
V100704091 Textile leather-/ fabric combination: Dalana
V100704090 Leather: Grigio
V602104011 Carpet: Laguna
Packages
Chassis package 68)
V8011616
Driver Assistance package PLUS (x15/x17 CDI only) 69)
V8011616
Driver Assistance package PLUS (x19 CDI only) 69)
V8011515
Driver Assistance package 35)
V8042010
Camp Plus package
V8028917
Style package 34)
TÜV approval / CoC

1.990,100,370,195,490,1.190,2.890,535,2.090,990,1.690,1.290,-

2
1
3
1
30
10
25
4
27
8
16
10

2.590,500,1.790,1.290,295,970,-

6
0
0
0
2
8

750,750,1.990,395,-

0
4
6.5
4

2.300,6.490,6.490,1.990,760,810,-

2
49
49
0
11
2

165,-

0

V7005010

TÜV approval / CoC

Standard
On request (no extra cost)

Optional extra
Not possible

Mandatory
Available in package

Not yet known at the time of publication Please note the information on page 46

* INFO
The factory installation of optional equipment increases the actual mass of the
vehicle and reduces the pay-mass. The additional weight indicated for packages
and optional equipment shows the additional weight compared to the standard
equipment of the respective model or layout. The total weight of the selected
optional equipment must not exceed the manufacturer-specified mass for optional

equipment shown in the model overviews. This is a calculated value for each type
and layout that HYMER uses to determine the maximum weight available for
factory-fitted optional equipment. Detailed information and explanations on the
subject of weight can be found in the Legal information section.
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PRICES AND TECHNICAL DATA HYMER GRAND CANYON S
CROSSOVER

Grand Canyon S CrossOver
Price a)€

a)

122.600,-

Standard chassis

Mercedes-Benz Sprinter 419 CDI

Drive

All Wheel Drive

kW (hp)

141 (190)

Tire size

245/75 R16 C

Length / Width / Height (cm)

593 / 206 / 285

Roof type

Sleeping roof

Standing height in living area (cm)

192

Wheelbase (mm)

3665

Mass in running order (kg)*

3235 (3073 - 3397)*

Manufacturer-specified mass for optional equipment (kg)*

310

Technically permissible maximum laden mass (kg)*

3880

Technically permissible maximum towable mass (kg)*

2000

Permitted number of seats (including driver)*

4

Bed dimension: Rear bed L x W (cm)

195 x 135

Bed dimension: Sleeping roof, L X W, approx. cm

200 x 122

Berths

2-4

Fridge volume (of which freezer compartment) (l)

90 (6,5)

Standard heating

Diesel warm air EH, 6 kW

Gas bottle storage (Filling weight)

1x 5kg

Total fresh water tank capacity (l)

100

Fresh water tank in driving filling level (l)

20

Waste water tank (l)

85

Standard habitation battery (Ah)

95 Ah AGM

Additional habitation batteries (Ah)

2 x 150 Ah Lithium

Sockets: 230 V/ 12 V/ USB

Standard
On request (no extra cost)

1)

70)

Optional extra
Not possible

Mandatory
Available in package

4/3/2

Not yet known at the time of publication

* INFO
The specified mass in running order is a default value defined in the type-approval
procedure. Due to manufacturing tolerances, the actual weighed mass in running
order may deviate from the value stated above. Deviations of up to ± 5 % of the
mass in running order are legally permissible and possible. The permissible range in
kilograms is given in brackets after the mass in running order. The manufacturerspecified mass for optional equipment is a calculated value for each type and
layout that HYMER uses to determine the maximum weight available for factoryfitted optional equipment. The limitation of optional equipment is intended to
ensure that the minimum pay-mass, i.e. the legally prescribed free mass for
baggage and retrofitted accessories, is actually available for the vehicle load
capacity of the vehicles delivered by HYMER. The real weight of your vehicle ex
works can only be determined when it is weighed at the end of the line. If, in

exceptional cases, the weighing shows that the actual load capacity falls below
theminimum pay-mass despite limiting the optional equipment due to a permissible
weight deviation, we will check together with your trade partner and you whether
we should, for example, increase the load capacity of the vehicle, reduce the
number of seats or remove optional equipment before delivering the vehicle. The
technically permissible maximum laden mass of the vehicle and the technically
permissible maximum mass on the axle must not be exceeded. Detailed
information & explanations on the subject of weight and the configuration of the
vehicle can be found in the section Legal information. For a more detailed
description of all mandatory technical dependencies, please refer to the
explanations in the footnotes section.
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Grand Canyon S CrossOver

STANDARD EQUIPMENT HYMER GRAND CANYON S
CROSSOVER

Chassis
Mercedes-Benz Sprinter 3.88 t - 419 CDI - 141 KW/190 hp - Euro VI-E
Basis
Metallic: Obsidian black
Permanent All Wheel Drive incl. LED rear lights as well as 93 l fuel tank
9G-TRONIC automatic transmission incl. Hold function (x19 CDI)
22 l AdBlue tank
Exterior mirror electrically foldable
Electrically adjustable and heated exterior mirrors
Electric closing aid for sliding door, RH side
Chrome grill
LED High-Performance headlights
Fog lights with cornering light
Front bumper as well as grill frame painted in vehicle color
LED Daytime Running Light integrated in headlights
Heat-insulating glass with band filter on windscreen
Heated windscreen
16" steel rim (black) with studded tires (All Terrain)
Electric cab windows
Electric parking brake
Driver and passenger airbag
Belt warning device "Unfastened seat belt"
Keyless Start (start-stop button for comfortable engine start)
Dashboard charging pack (2 USB-C connections with 5 V as well as one additional 12 V socket)
Leather steering wheel (automatic transmission only)
Steering wheel, height and tilt adjustable
Open shelf cockpit passenger side
Sun visor for cab seats, swiveling
Fully automatic climate control THERMOTRONIC incl. rain sensor
Trailer hitch pre-installation
Central locking with remote control
ABS (Anti-lock Brake System) / ASR (Anti-Slip Control) / EBV (Electric Brake Force Distribution) and ESP (Electric Stability Program)
Adaptive Brake Light
Active Distance Assist DISTRONIC+ incl. steering wheel multifunction buttons
Active Brake Assist
Active Lane Keeping Assist
ESP with Brake Assist (BAS), ABS, ASR, EBV
High Beam Assist
Crosswind Assist
Blind Spot Assist
Traffic Sign Assist
Outside temperature display
Hill Start Assist
Power steering
Cruise Control incl. steering wheel multifunction buttons
Body
Design graphics: Window filling Carbon (full-surface foiling surrounding the side windows, LH and RH side)
Design graphics: CrossOver
Awning with adapter, anthracite housing, 325 x 250 cm
Electric entrance step
LED Lightbar 11"
GRP sleeping roof with foam core insulation
Optimal insulation thanks to innovative materials such as closed-cell polyethylene foam, flexible foam and durable XPS insulation (36 mm wall and
roof thickness)
Insulated floor
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Skylight in bathroom, 28 x 28 cm
Skylight in bedroom, 40 x 40 cm
Skylight in living room, 70 x 50 cm
Insulated aluminum framed bathroom window
Engine / unterride protection
Outfitting
Cab seats, armrests and seat bench upholstered in living area fabric
Original Mercedes-Benz Comfort seat, upholstered in living area fabric
Pleated blackout cab blinds for front and side windows
Mosquito net pleated blind for sliding door
Folding table with possibility to enlarge
Mirror cabinet
2 folding chairs and table, incl. fixation
Vertically adjustable cup-slatted bed frame for rear bed(s)
Lashing rails with 4 adjustable eyelets (mounting of various accessories)
Tool set (folding spade, axe) in rear storage compartment
Living and bedroom + lighting
Side paneling in the bedroom with premium heat and sound-absorbing fabric lamination
Fitted sheets made to measure for rear beds individually adapted to mattress contours
Living style collection "HOME" (2 pillows as well as utensil bag)
Partitioning curtain between bed- and living room
Kitchen
Expandable kitchen worktop
Extra deep drawers with Premium pull-outs incl. self-closing
Hob-sink combination with glass cover (2-burner hob)
90 l compressor fridge (12 V or 230 V) incl. freezer compartment with excellent cooling performance and silent night mode
Bathroom
Compact bathroom with door
Design folding washbasin (made of solid surface)
Shower head holder with suction cup
Cassette toilet with level indicator
Cork shower slats
Installation & Technology
6 kW Diesel warm air heating with 10 l warm water boiler and 1,800 W electric bar heater
Internal temperature sensor
LCD keypad for heating
230 V external connection with earth leakage circuit breaker for 230 V & 12 V
95 Ah habitation battery with charger
HYMER Smart Battery System (150 Ah Lithium) incl. additional 18 A charger and battery computer
Third habitation battery HYMER Smart Battery System (150 Ah Lithium)
Solar panel with MPPT controller and display, 1 x 95 W
Waste water tank, insulated and heated
Level indicator for fresh water as well as waste water tank
100 l fresh water tank, internal (20 l in driving position)
85 l waste water tank (fitted underfloor)
Multimedia
DAB Radio pre-installation
10.25" MBUX Multimedia system incl. SatNav, Voice Control, steering wheel multifunction keys, DAB+, Touchscreen as well as reversing camera
Fabrics & Furniture finishes
Furniture finish: Chiavenna Nut
Fabric combination: Denver

Standard
On request (no extra cost)

Optional extra
Not possible

Mandatory
Available in package

Not yet known at the time of publication
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a)

Chassis
V201104100

Weight variant 4,100 kg (Mercedes-Benz Sprinter 415 / 417 / 419 CDI only)

Excess weight (kg)*

Price €

Grand Canyon S CrossOver

OPTIONAL EQUIPMENT HYMER GRAND CANYON S
CROSSOVER

260,-

0

V201103500
Basis

Downplating to 3.5 t (Mercedes-Benz Sprinter 415 / 417 / 419 CDI only)

V2007111
V20855J

Trailer hitch, removable ball head (max. 2 t) 23) 59)
Seat heating and lumbar support for Original Mercedes-Benz seats

1.690,720,-

24
0

Body
V3016010

Sleeping roof in vehicle color (Maxi double bed with Sleeping Comfort system)

4.490,-

120

V30522110
Outfitting

Awning with special adapter for sleeping roof, anthracite housing, 300 x 250 cm

V4031510
V3037510

Load compartment partition with adapter for narrow lashing rails
ISOFIX (child seat fixation for seat bench) 15)

V3065010
Safe with key (seat console passenger seat)
Installation & Technology
V5028110
Sleeping roof heating - Thermal blanket, 12 V (155 x 60 cm)
V5047029
Solar panel with MPPT controller and display, 2 x 95 W 71)
V5048014
Inverter 12 V to 230 V, 1,300 Watt incl. 70 A additional charger
V4031211
25 l cooling box (fits in storage space pull-out rear bed)
Multimedia
V5073016
TV pre-installation with DVB-T antenna (active) 19)
V5054513
22" Smart LED-TV with built-in speakers, remote control, DVD drive
Fabrics & Furniture finishes
V100704090 Leather: Grigio
TÜV approval / CoC
V7005010
TÜV approval / CoC

Standard
On request (no extra cost)

Optional extra
Not possible

Mandatory
Available in package

23
160,260,-

1
3.5

350,-

10

100,890,1.190,130,-

1
16
10
4

295,970,-

2
9

1.990,-

6.5

165,-

0

Not yet known at the time of publication Please note the information on page 46

* INFO
The factory installation of optional equipment increases the actual mass of the
vehicle and reduces the pay-mass. The additional weight indicated for packages
and optional equipment shows the additional weight compared to the standard
equipment of the respective model or layout. The total weight of the selected
optional equipment must not exceed the manufacturer-specified mass for optional
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20)

0

equipment shown in the model overviews. This is a calculated value for each type
and layout that HYMER uses to determine the maximum weight available for
factory-fitted optional equipment. Detailed information and explanations on the
subject of weight can be found in the Legal information section.

IMPORTANT NOTES
Abbreviations
ABS - Anti-lock Braking System
ASR - Anti-Slip Control - Traction Control
EDS - Electronic Differential Lock
ESC - Electronic Stability Control = ESP
ESP - Elektronic Stabilisation Programme - Vehicle dynamics control
HBA - Hydraulic Brake Assist
LAC - Load Adaptive Control
MSR - Engine Drag Torque Control
EBV - Electronic Brake-Force Distribution
Please note that the standard equipment may be omitted when ordering optional extras. Individual package contents can
sometimes also be ordered separately. Since not all dependencies of single optional extras can be listed here, please check with
your HYMER CamperVan dealer.
Any modification of the original factory fitted condition of your vehicle may result in impaired driving and / or driving safety.
Accessories and original spare parts recommended by Hymer GmbH & Co KG are designed, developed and approved
specifically for your vehicle. Your HYMER CamperVan dealer supplies these products; he is informed about all the technical
details and can perform the necessary work in the correct manner.
Accessories, add-on, conversion or installation parts not approved by Hymer GmbH & Co KG may cause damage to the vehicle
and impair road safety. Even if an expert's report, a parts BE or a type approval is available for these parts, there is no
presumption of the proper condition of the product. Please understand that for any damage caused by non-approved products
or not permitted changes, Hymer GmbH & Co KG CANNOT be made liable.
Please ensure that you observe the prescribed axle load when installing special parts attached to the rear of the vehicle, such as
a motorcycle rack or trailer hitch.
The prices indicated are only valid for optional extras if fitted with the production of a new vehicle. The retrofitting of certain
optional extras is sometimes not possible or associated with considerable additional costs.
This price list includes the series status at the time of printing. Despite checking the content, errors can not be excluded. In the
course of the model year, we reserve the right to change equipment and to make product improvements.
The layouts are partially shown with optional extras which are available at extra cost, these are not part of the standard scope of
delivery.
The water installation system is at least state-of-the-art as of 07/2011 (EG directive 2002/72/EG).
Before signing a sales contract, please inform yourself about our current product and series status with one of our approved
HYMER CamperVan dealers.
All prices are non-binding recommended retail prices in EURO including the legally valid value added tax (VAT) ex works. Costs
for freight, registration and handover are not included.
Changes in price, design and equipment are possible without prior notice.
This price list supersedes all previous ones.
a) This is a recommended retail price based on German prices. Prices in other countries may differ due to currency conversion
and country-specific VAT, fees and import duties. For the latest information, please ask a local dealer for the prices applicable in
your country.
Collection / Pick-up
Collection / Pick-up of your HYMER CamperVan at the factory is not possible.
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FOOTNOTES
1) a) Up to 12 % incline: With increasing altitude, the engine power inevitably decreases. From 1,000 m above sea level and every further 1,000 m, 10 % of
the trailer load must be deducted from the total towing capacity. b) The specification is the maximum towing capacity, taking into account the overall
towing weight of the chassis variant. The overall towing weight and thus the towing capacity may vary depending on the equipment / chassis variant.
Please contact us in this regard, we will be happy to calculate the towing capacity of your individual vehicle.
2) The number of people specified will be reduced if the mass in running order increases. An increase occurs in particular if the engine version differs from
the basic version, if optional extras are fitted and if a corresponding equipment variant is selected. Please check the weight information in the price list or
consult your HYMER dealer to make sure that the technically permissible total mass is not exceeded and that there is sufficient loading capacity for
persons and commodities. Please note the vehicles' weight balance.
3) Only available in combination with 9G automatic transmission.
4) When selecting the optional 9G automatic transmission, the additional weight of the selected engine or chassis variant is already included. Therefore,
the additional weights of the engine and chassis variants do not have to be taken into account.
5) Option not available in combination with chassis variant: 2.2 MultiJet - 88 kW / 120 hp.
6) LED headlights are only available in combination with the optional LED Daytime Running Lights.
7) Not available in combination with 9G automatic transmission.
8) Not available in combination with Light Duty homologation.
9) Only available in combination with the optional Automatic AirCon with pollen filter.
10) Programmable auxiliary heating incl. heated windscreen.
11) Only available in combination with Fiat Infotainment system incl. 10" Touchscreen.
12) Only available in combination with electric folding exterior mirrors.
13) Sleeping roof and transverse bed conversion for seating group incl. additional cushion can not be used at the same time.
14) Lifting- and tilting skylight (Heki) not available in combination with sleeping roof, sleeping roof heating or roof AirCon.
15) ISOFIX - child seat fixation only available for the seat in central position of the vehicle.
16) Second habitation battery 95 Ah and second habitation battery Hybrid (160 Ah Lithium) with additional 18 A charger can not be ordered or assembled
together. Only one of these positions can be ordered.
17) Fiat Infotainment system only available in combination with automatic climate control.
18) Depending on the type of smartphone and the software version, the level of possible smartphone use may vary.
19) TV pre-installation = 1 x 12 V socket, 2 x aerial sockets and 1 x mains supply socket.
20) Only available in combination with TV pre-installation / TV-bracket.
21) Ready to Camp package Maxi only available in combination with 9G automatic transmission or Fiat Ducato Maxi chassis.
22) This option includes the trailer hitch pre-installation.
23) Trailer hitch only available if fitted from factory. Please keep that in mind when ordering. Retro-fitting of the trailer hitch is NOT possible.
24) Only available in combination with MBUX Multimedia system.
25) Wet Wiper System only available in combination with rain sensor.
26) Not available in combination with warm water auxiliary heating.
27) Active Brake Assist included when ordering the optional Active Distance Assist DISTRONIC+.
28) Only available in combination with automatic transmission, leather steering wheel and MBUX Multimedia System.
29) Delivery problems may temporarily occur. Retrofitting is available via Mercedes-Benz dealers free of charge - provided Blind Spot Assist was ordered
with the vehicle.
30) Not available in combination with the optional bed conversion kit for seating group incl. additional upholstery.
31) Only available in combination with MBUX Multimedia System.
32) Only available in combination with electric folding exterior mirrors and MBUX Multimedia System.
33) With this option, the Original Mercedes-Benz seats are designed in integral optics.
34) Painted bumper and Mercedes-Benz Style package only available in combination with the exterior colors Iridium silver, Tenorite gray or Obsidian
black.
35) Only available in combination with Mercedes-Benz 10.25" MBUX Multimedia System, Equipment line Plus or Equipment line Premium.
36) 9G automatic transmission only available in combination with 16" alloy wheels for Fiat Ducato Maxi chassis or steel rims.
37) Fiat Light chassis with 16" steel rims not available in combination with 9G automatic transmission, only with manual transmission.
38) Exterior color Artense Gray is supplied with black pop-up roof.
39) Only available in combination with lowerable seating group table variant for bed conversion.
40) Diesel warm air heating: Gas supply is reduced to 5kg.
41) Not available in combination with Diesel heating.
42) When ordering this optional extra, the Standard variant is not included.
43) Available from the end of the year.
44) Only available in combination with second habitation battery.
45) Only 2 x 85 W solar panels are possible in combination with the optional sleeping roof.
46) Not available in combination with sleeping roof or lifting- and tilting skylight (Heki).
47) When fitting the optional Roof AirCon the overall height of the vehicle increases.
48) TV pre-installation = 2 x 12 V sockets, 3 x aerial sockets and 1 x mains supply socket.
49) Not available in combination with Distance Control, Driving Comfort Package or 120 hp engine.
50) Mercedes-Benz Sprinter 31x chassis with permissible total weight of 3,500 kg cannot be uprated. Please keep this in mind when ordering.
51) ECO Start-Stop is not available for the Grand Canyon S with 319 CDI engine and ML-T with 419 CDI engine.
52) All adjustment options are available on the Original Mercedes-Benz seats in integral optics.
53) Original Mercedes-Benz seats are swiveling, as well as longitudinally / tilt and height adjustable, headrest can be used.
54) All Wheel Drive not available in combination with All Year tires.
55) All Wheel Drive only available in combination with 9G-TRONIC automatic transmission.
56) When ordering the optional All Wheel Drive, the overall height increases by approx. 9 cm.
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57) All Wheel Drive only available in combination with Mercedes-Benz Sprinter 419 CDI.
58) All Wheel Drive includes the 93 l fuel tank as standard.
59) When uprating the vehicle to 4,100 kg (total permissible gross weight), the trailer load is reduced to 1,780 kg.
60) When uprating the vehicle to 4,100 kg (total permissible gross weight), the trailer load is reduced to 2,580 kg.
61) 41x CDI (total permissible gross weight of 3,880 kg): Trailer load is reduced to 3,120 kg. When uprating the vehicle to 4,100 kg, trailer load is reduced
to 2,900 kg.
62) Not available in combination with All Wheel Drive.
63) Engine compartment noise reduction insulation and engine / underride protection cannot be ordered at the same time. Only one of these options is
possible.
64) Heated windscreen in combination with 31X engine requires heat-insulating glass with band filter as mandatory option.
65) Electric sliding door not available in combination with external gas socket.
66) Only available in combination with All Wheel Drive.
67) Not available in combination with the optional sleeping roof.
68) Blind Spot Assist only available in combination with Distronic+ or Driving Assistance package Plus.
69) Not available in combination with Park Package with rear view camera or Park Package with 360° camera.
70) The number of people specified will be reduced if the mass in running order increases. An increase occurs in particular when ordering a different
engine from the base engine, when ordering / installing optional extras and when choosing a corresponding equipment package. Please check the weight
information in the price list or in consultation with your HYMER CamperVan dealer to ensure that the technically permissible maximum mass is not
exceeded and sufficient loading capacity remains for persons and utensils. The standard range includes 3 seats for the Sydney model and 4 seats for
models with bathroom. Additional seats can be ordered as optional extra for the Sydney model. Please note the weight balance of the vehicle.
71) Mandatory optional extra in combination with pop-up roof in vehicle color.
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LEGAL NOTES ON WEIGHT-RELATED INFORMATION
The weight specifications and tests for motorhomes are uniformly regulated throughout the EU in EU Implementing Regulation No. 2021/535
(until June 2022: EU Implementing Regulation No. 1230/2012). We have
summarised and explained the key terms and legal requirements from this
regulation for you below. Our dealers and the HYMER configurator on our
website offer you additional assistance in configuring your vehicle.

3. Mass of the passengers
The mass of the passengers is set a standard value of 75 kg for each seat
provided by the manufacturer, regardless of the actual weight of the passengers. The mass of the driver is already included in the mass in running
order (see no. 2 above) and is therefore not included again. In the case

1. Technically permissible maximum laden mass
The technically permissible maximum laden mass of the vehicle (e.g.
3,500 kg) is a mass specification set by the manufacturer which the vehicle must not exceed. Information on the technically permissible maximum
laden mass of the model you have chosen can be found in the technical
data. If the vehicle exceeds the technically permissible maximum laden
mass in everyday driving, this constitutes an administrative offence which
may result in a fine.

2. Mass in running order
• In simple terms, the mass in running order is the basic vehicle with standard equipment plus a legally fixed standard weight of 75 kg for the
driver. This essentially includes the following items:
• - the unladen weight of the vehicle together with the bodywork, including operating fluids such as greases, oils and coolants;
• - the standard equipment, i.e. all equipment items that are included as
standard in the factory-fitted scope of delivery;
• - the fresh water tank filled to 100 % in driving mode (driving fill according to manufacturer’s specifications; 20 litres) and an aluminium
gas cylinder filled to 100 % with a weight of 16 kg;
• - the fuel tank, which is 90 % full, including fuel;
• - the driver, whose weight – regardless of the actual weight – is generally specified as 75 kg in accordance with EU law.

of a motorhome with four permitted seats, the mass of the passengers is
therefore 3 * 75 kg = 225 kg.

4. Optional equipment and actual mass of the vehicle
Optional equipment (also: additional equipment) includes, according to
the legal definition, all optional equipment parts not included in the standard equipment which are fitted to the vehicle under the responsibility of
the manufacturer – i.e. ex works – and can be ordered by the customer
(e.g. awning, bicycle or motorbike carrier, satellite system, solar system,
oven, etc.). Information on the individual or package weights of the optional equipment that can be ordered can be found in our sales documents.
Optional equipment in this sense does not include other accessories that
are retrofitted by the dealer or you personally after the vehicle has been
delivered ex works.
The mass of the vehicle in running order (see no. 2 above) and the mass
of the optional equipment fitted to a specific vehicle at the factory are together referred to as the actual mass. You will find the corresponding information for your vehicle after handover under item 13.2 of the Certificate
of Conformity (CoC). Please note that this specification also represents a
standardised value. Since the mass in running order – as an element of
the actual mass – is subject to a legally permissible tolerance of ± 5 %

Information on the mass in running order can be found for each model
in our sales documents. It is important to note that the value for mass in
running order given in the sales documents is a default value determined
in the type-approval procedure and verified by the authorities. It is legally
permissible and possible for the mass in running order of the vehicle delivered to you to deviate from the nominal value stated in the sales documents. The legally permissible tolerance is ± 5 %. In this way, the EU legislator accounts for the fact that certain fluctuations in the mass in running
order occur due to variations in the weight of supplied parts as well as due
to processes and weather conditions.
These weight deviations can be illustrated by means of an example calculation:
- Mass in running order acc. to sales documents: 2,850 kg
- Legally permissible tolerance of ± 5 %: 142.50 kg
- Legally permissible range of mass in running order: 2,707.50 kg to
2,992.50 kg

(see no. 2), the actual mass may also deviate accordingly from the stated

The specific range of permissible weight deviations can be found for each
model in the technical data. HYMER makes great efforts to reduce weight variations to the minimum that is unavoidable for production reasons.
Deviations at the upper and lower end of the range are therefore very
rare; however, they cannot be completely ruled out technically, even with
all optimisations. The real weight of the vehicle and compliance with the
permissible tolerance is therefore checked by HYMER by weighing each
vehicle at the end of the line.

for motorhomes, which must remain as a minimum for baggage or other

nominal value.

5. Pay-mass and minimum pay-mass
The installation of optional equipment is also subject to technical and legal limits: Only so much optional equipment can be ordered and fitted at
the factory that sufficient free weight remains for baggage and other accessories (“pay-mass”) without exceeding the technically permissible maximum laden mass. The pay-mass is calculated by subtracting the mass
in running order (nominal value according to sales documents, see no. 2
above), mass of the optional equipment and the mass of the passengers
(see no. 3 above) from the technically permissible maximum laden mass
(see no. 1 above). The EU regulations stipulate a fixed minimum pay-mass
non-factory-fitted accessories. This minimum pay-mass is calculated as
follows:
Minimum pay-mass in kg ≥ 10 * (n + L)
Where: “n” is the maximum number of passengers plus the driver and “L”
is the overall length of the vehicle in metres.
For a motorhome with a length of 6 m and 4 approved seats, the minimum
pay-mass is therefore e.g. 10 kg * (4 + 6) = 100 kg.

To ensure that the minimum pay-mass is maintained, there is a maximum
combination of optional equipment that can be ordered for each vehicle
model. In the above example with a minimum pay-mass of 100 kg, the
total mass of optional equipment for a vehicle with four permitted seats
and a mass in running order of 2,850 kg should not exceed 325 kg:
3,500 kg technically permissible maximum laden mass
- 2,850 kg
mass in running order
- 3*75 kg mass of the passengers
- 100 kg minimum pay-mass
= 325 kg
maximum permissible mass of optional equipment
It is important to note that this calculation is based on the default value for
mass in running order as defined in the type-approval procedure, without
taking into account the permissible weight deviations for mass in running
order (see no. 2 above). If the maximum permissible value for the optional
equipment of (in the example) 325 kg is almost or completely exhausted,
an upward weight deviation can therefore result in the minimum paymass of 100 kg being met mathematically using the default value for the
mass in running order, although in fact there is no corresponding load
capacity. Here, too, an example calculation for a vehicle with four seats,
whose real weighed mass in running order is 2 % above the nominal value:
3,500 kg
technically permissible maximum laden mass
- 2,907 kg real weighed mass in running order (+ 2 % compared to the
stated value of 2,850 kg)
- 3*75 kg mass of the passengers
– 325 kg optional equipment (maximum permissible value)
=
43 kg
actual load capacity (< minimum pay-mass of
100 kg)
In order to avoid such a situation, HYMER further reduces the maximum
permissible weight of the total optional equipment that can be ordered on
a model-specific basis. The limitation of optional equipment is intended to
ensure that the minimum pay-mass, i.e. the legally prescribed free mass
for baggage and retrofitted accessories, is actually available for the vehicle load capacity of the vehicles delivered by HYMER.
Since the weight of a specific vehicle can only be determined when it is
weighed at the end of the line, in very rare cases a situation may arise
in which the minimum pay-mass at the end of the line is not guaranteed, despite this limitation of optional equipment. In order to guarantee
the minimum pay-mass even in these cases, HYMER will check together
with your trade partner and you before delivery of the vehicle whether, for
example, the vehicle is loaded up, seats are reduced or optional equipment
is removed.

6. Effects of tolerances of the mass in running order on the
pay-mass
Regardless of the minimum pay-mass, you should note that unavoidable production-related fluctuations in the mass in running order – both
upwards and downwards – have a mirror-image effect on the remaining
load capacity: If you order our example vehicle (see no. 3. above), for
example, with optional equipment with a total weight of 150 kg, the calculated pay-mass based on the default value for the mass in running order
is 275 kg. The load capacity actually available may deviate from this value
due to tolerances and may be higher or lower. If the mass in running order

of your vehicle is, for example, permissibly 2 % higher than stated in the
sales documents, the load capacity is reduced from 275 kg to 218 kg:
3.500 kg technically permissible maximum laden mass
2.907 kg real weighed mass in running order (+ 2 % compared to the
stated value of 2,850 kg)
3*75 kg

mass of the passengers

150 kg optional equipment ordered for the specific vehicle
=

218 kg

actual load capacity

As a precaution to ensure that the calculated pay-mass is actually given,
you should therefore take the possible and permissible tolerances for the
mass in running order into account when configuring your vehicle.
We also recommend that you weigh the laden motorhome on a non-automatic scale before each journey and, taking the individual weight of the
passengers into account, determine whether the technically permissible
maximum laden mass and the technically permissible maximum mass on
the axle are observed.

Please note:
This price list describes the series status at the time of publication.
Despite careful checking of the content, printing errors cannot be
ruled out completely. We reserve the right to make equipment changes
or product improvements. Before signing a sales contract, please ask
one of our approved HYMER dealers about the current product and
series status.
Some vehicles are shown with optional extras that are available in the
current applicable price list and are available at extra cost. The
decoration shown ist not supplied by HYMER.
The data complies with the European homologation regulations which
may change up to the time of vehicle purchase or delivery. Your
HYMER dealer will gladly provide you with information on the changes
as well as the standard scope of delivery.
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